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IlfROtlOCTIOl 
Thi© eleaTag© of orgsnom®taiiie compo-ujads Has been the 
smbject of ©xtensi^© investigations^. The first of such 
reactions w©i»e run la. connect ion with ©xploratory studies on 
th© pr©psration and properties of the coa'-ou-nls. Thus, as 
early as 1859, tt was found that th© carbon-metal bonds of 
lead, mercury, and tin derivatives wer© split by such reagents 
P8 hydrochloric ecid, halogens, and mercuric chloride. 
Later, from the results ©f msny workers, it became evident 
that certain radicals exhibited a much greater esse of cleav­
age than others and this led to th© elegant studies by 
Kharaech and co-workers which, by the use of tansyrnmetricsil 
fflercury derivatives, enabled them to arrange a series of the 
radicals in the order of their ©agie of removal toy hydrogen 
chloride# This series has been generully verified and ex­
panded by the results obtained with other compounds, parti­
cularly those of lead and tin. 
¥,he cleavage agents employed have been many end varied, 
Among them are halog^s, halogen acids, either anhydrous or 
in a.queous solution, mineral acids, organic adds, ^ cyl 
Y— 
For general re,ference see Gilraan, ^ Organic Chemistry, An 
,Aflva,nGed freatise", John Wiley and Sons, Mew York, 1943, 
pp. 489-579, and Krause and von iJrosse, "Oie Ohemie der metall-
organischen Verbindungen", Bomtraeger, Berlin, 1937. 
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halMea, M©tals, and metallic salts,. The use of aetals has 
g 3 
l3®en reviewed toy Blndsehadler and Hautoein and will not be 
imcludsd in the Mstoi?ieal portion of this theeia. 
The hftlog«t acids ar© the reagents of choice for compara-
ti-r© gtudies hecaixs© the possibility of side reactions is 
elimlnatef?* The use of halogens h«s led to some results that 
do not agree with those obtained by the us© of the acids,. 
This may toe dtae to substitution reactions preceding cleavage. 
The preferred organoaetalllc coopomnds for these studies 
are those hairing the weakly electronegative m®t«ls such as 
lea.i, mercury, and. tin* In the fourth group it has been shown 
that tbe mn.se of cleavage increases b.& one descends the group. 
For example, tetraphenyllead is cleaved in few minutes, 
whereas tetraphenylsllane is split extremely slowly. The 
reaction becoaies more difficult ss the affinity of the metal 
for an electron .pair increfsaes. To facilitste the studies it 
is also daalrat'le that the deriv8.tive be one of the relatively 
less reactive orgenoiaetallie compounds so th-it the rate of 
the reaction will be slow enotagh so that dif,ferences In reacti­
vity way be determined, 
Sino# the cleavage of the carbon-metal bond by hydrogen 
chloride i.s a. property of organometalllc compounds it was the 
g 
Blnd»eha<iler, Doctoral Dissertation, Iowa State College (1941), 
3 
Haubein, Poetoral Diisaertafcion, Io?m State College {1942). 
primary purpose of thia py®s«nt work to investigate the cleav­
age of 0Fgaii0sll8Ji.es* had b#©)! littl© work previously 
3?©poi*ted and it was deslp®!^  to se® if the cleavage resction 
is genersl with silicon. d.©flvativ€8 and thua to determine if 
in this way, at least, silieon b®hav®s as a metal, A secon-
tlary purpose was to investigat® the agreement of the order 
of reffloval of groups fro® .silicon with the series of radicals 
previously estatollshed with th# other organometallic compotmds. 
Concurrently with the above studies soir,® substitution 
reactions w®re attempted in an effort to obtain some organo-
silanes containing fimctioml groups. This is an intereisting 
field of investigation beeaus© the preparation of the silanes 
b;' th@ us© of organomfttallic compounds necessarily limits the 
fcjpe of groups wiilch can be pr@s»nt in the molecvil©. In 
addition, one© obtained, the organosllanes do not adapt them­
selves to substitution sine© they are frermently unstable 
in the presence of r«ag©nts s«oh as mineral ecids, halogens, 
and alwftinm chlori<3®. 
HISfOllOAI^  
Tlie following is a survey of the work which has toeen 
report;©f'' oa the cl#avnge of oygeaometalllc compounds. To 
aid in aehiwing clarity the naterial has divided accord­
ing to the metals involTed. The material has bcs«n arranged 
in the order of iaportanc© of the metals considering both 
fche arnomnt of iforlc reported on th# cleavages of their orgftnic 
d©rlv&tlv®s and tb© signifieano.© of the results obtained, 
Organosilicoa eospoua-ds ar® considered, last so thst they may 
s#rv® as a bridge bfttwe«n previotis work and this present 
investigation.. 
Orgamolead Oompounds 
fh@ first ©l«avog© of an organolead compomid wns reported 
4 by Buckton in 18S9* He fomd that t©trnethyll©ad gave a sail 
and a hydrocarbon when treated with waria concentrated hydro­
chloric or Sttlfmrie aoid. Three years later Cahours^  obtained 
a trimethyllead salt and methane frow the reaction between 
t©tra»ethy.ll©®d and warm concentrated hydrochloric, hydrobromic 
or sijafuric a.c5i<l» Foils® extended the resiction to aryl 
 ^Buckton, ton.*, 1^ , 218 (1BB9U 
§ 
Oahoups, ibid,, 122, 48 {1862), 
® Folis, B©r.^  20, 716 Ci88?)» 
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derlvatlves and found that dlplien.yll®fid dinitro.t©, dlphenyllead 
dliodide, and, dipfe«ayll#ad dlelilorifle resulted from tetra-
pii^ nyllesd when it was treated with concentrated nitric scid, 
with lodln©, and with warm hydrochloric acid, respectively. 
The dichlorid© was also prepared toy tti® action of dry hydrogen 
7 
ehlorld® on tetrapfeenyllead in chlorofonH solution • Later, 
8 Polls reported that lead eblorid# liad no effect on tetra-
phenyllead m-ven at 235® with alooiiol or benzene as a solvent. 
The action of chlorine or bromine removed two phenyl groups, 
•IS 
Gruttner olaiiiied the preparation of dicyclohexyllead 
flihalld© by the treatjaent of tetracyolohexjllead with bromine, 
ehlorlne. Iodine,, hydrogen chloride, or hydrogen bromide, 
Kraus#^®, how-ver, found thst the ccMpound was .actually 
trIcyGlohexyHead or its dliaer, Krause prepared the tetm 
coiapound and. removed on® group by the action of iodine or 
« Q 
broaln©, Gruttner showed that the phenyl r^ Hiical le cleavetd 
in preference to th® eyelohexyl by halogens or halogen acids. 
11 In contrast to the low yields obtained by Tsfel it was 
12 n fm),nd that low t«pe.i.'e%«re (-65 » -75 ) cleavage of tetra-
alkylles^ c! cojipounds with chlorine or bromine in Inert organic 
Werner and Ffeiffer, %. mnov^ » Chem* .17. 82 (1898). 
® polls. Bar,, m, 5331 |188"7), 
 ^aruttner, lUd ,, £7, 3257 (1914), 
l^Krause, Ibid,, M, 2061 (1921). 
^^ Tafel, ibid,, 523 (1911), 
^^ Gruttner and Krmxm, ibid,, 49,1415 (1916), 
-6-
solTrents gftve qiiamtitatlve yields of prodtiots# At thos© 
temperatures on© group was removed "bwt at -20 - -40° two were 
split off# The reaction proceeded, no f'urtber even ?it rooai 
1 
t«isip®ratu.re. Similar products w®r# obtained with the use of 
halogen aolds hj wanalng the reaction mixture. Application of 
these methoas produced a series of mono- and dlh«,lides from 
tetramethjl-, tetraethjl-, and tetra-n-propyllead# The saffl® 
low temperature conditions u/icSer which a h*slogen removed only 
on® group if it were primary ©leaveJ two groups if the attach­
ment were to a secondary ca.rtoon« fhus, tetra-i,-propyllead gave 
di-i-propyllead {lihromlde at 
Cleavag© without removal of a radical occurred when 
diethylcyelopentftiiiethjlenelead gave diethyl- C -chloro-(or 
hrofflo-laaiyllead hallde when treated with chlorine or bromine 
ol4 
at -75 » Further action of the halogen reraoverl one of the 
ethyl groups,. The investigators used this as a basis for the 
coricl^'Sion that the lightest ,group is removed first. Later 
studies will show that this was erroneous and merely the 
result of coincidence in severs"! c&ses. 
The first connected study on the order of removal of 
groups w,as nad® by (irlittner and Krause^ ® using a series of 
mixed trlalkyllead. chlorid,es and toromldes of the type RgH<PbX 
%^rittmer and Erause, 2S£i» (1917). 
^^ Gruttner and Eraus®, ibid»> 49, 2666 (1916),, 
%^ruttner and Erause, iMd., 50, 202 {1917). 
-7-
ajifJ Rfl*R'•P'bX# T h B j  found that the f.mse of cleavtig© was In 
the oTfler methyl ^  ethjl ^  n-propyl, l.-'tawtyl, and J^ -ariyl. Prom 
th®lr i*«s«lts they eoncluded thats (1) a mlxec' tetraalkyl 
compomd glf-es onlj one trialkyllerad halld©? (2) the splitting 
is dtt© to til© natuy© of the group! and (5) the llgb^ ;©st group 
is cleaved first. 
Sine© attempts to pr#p«r© trlalkjllead h«Hd©s directly 
from the Qrlgnard r^ i^agents n.n6 l#ad chloride give the tetra 
eoffipouods, cleavages haT# found wid# us© for th® preparation 
of mono- and dihralidea and thus to facilitate the preparation 
16 
of aix©d Mlkyl ooapounds, Ff©iff©r and Truski©}' used 
•hydrochloric acid to ototsin triethyllead chloride and the 
method wsa then eattended to the preparation of the tri-n-
17 propyl and tri-n-%atyl derivfttiires from the appropriate 
IB R^ Ft> eofflpounds. l¥«a t#t.rapliefiyH®ad hae 'been use(3 as a 
starting aaterial for th« preparation of mlxBd. alkyl compounds 
toy laeana of s&lectiir® cl®svag#s, 
(OgHgj^ Pb J»£2,(C6H6)£PbBr2 S^^ lOgHgl^ PWCgHglg 
(OgHglgPWOgHgjg —^ (OgHjjgPbBrg -^ ''^ (OgHs)ayb(OHg)g 
TO 
Gmittnmr and Krause ' employed toromin# cleavages at -75® 
to r#moT-c on© group from fietrametlajl- and tetraethyllead* Ttiey 
l%f«lffer and Tr»askl«r, B»r., 37, llg5 {1904). 
"^^ pfeiffer, fr«ski«r, and Olesseltomp, i^ ., 49, 2445 {1916) ,  
®^M8ll«r and Pfeiffer, ibid. ^ 2441 (1916), 
%^riittner and Kraus«, itojd,,, 49, 1125 {1916)• 
-8-
tbeii found that a aethjl group was removed from the subsequent­
ly prepared fertethylmethjl and trim©thylalkyl derlvntlves, 
20 In later studies they found that two of the predominant 
groups mmvB r&mov&d from tri-n-propyl-JL-butyl lead and 
tri-J.-'butyl-jL-amyllesd when the raa.ction with bromine was 
allQw^ f^  to war® up fvom It is interesting that tetra-1.-
amyll^ ad and tetra-i-butyllead eould not be isolated directly 
toeoHUS© of th© pr®s©n©® of unsaturat«ri groups, lliey observed, 
ho'i?ev®r, that the addition of toroain© to th© dowhle bonds 
was more rapid than cl#€ivage and this facilitated isolation 
of the produets* i'h« monobromide, dichlorid®, jand dibromide 
deriiratiir©s w«r© then prepared from each one. 
Sllman and Robinson used hydrogen chloride cle^ .voge of 
th® tetra oorapounde as a preparative method for triethyllead 
Pt 21 
chloride di©thylle®d diohlorlda , and the corresponding 
go 
phenyl compounds in #xe«ll#iit yields, Setzer, Leeper, and 
25 Silman ' report a 98% yield of diphenyllead dichlorid© by this 
•method. This is,. th®refor©, a method of choice for the 
preparation of the chlorides snci for the other halici®s« 
S^ f^bOl + SaX-^ RjjPbX + Had 
HX 
IgPbei + Sa01-4RgPb0H j-BgFbX. 
%^ruttn®r and Kraus#, Bgr., m, 278 (1917), 
glGilaan and Robins.on, J. A»., Ohew, Soe>. 1975 (1930). 
'^ ''^ ilman and Robinson, ibid^ . 3118 (1929). 
•^ S^etzer, taeper, and Silaan, ibid», 61. 1609 (1959), 
24 fi?l«tfeyl.l©!id iodli# has prepar#?!. by th© action of 
lQf!ln« on t«tMethyl a at -SB®# T1i« corresponding browtld® 
froii til# reiso^r®! of mm ©t'nyl group toy 'hydrogen 
Th« action of teromlB:# lr». »tb«r«al solution removes th« 
arjl grottp first fitjta the and wrlma tolyl f-lerlvatlv^ s 
26 
of t'ne tfp#8 trla«th:yia,ryl- aad tri«tb;ylarfll®ad » Cleavage 
of stt I^kyl grottfj follow«d «n<3 th® cilalkjllefl-.' cilbromid® was 
tbe preciaet* In the ©as® of trlettijlbenssfll®-;-;'-' on® of each 
radleil wa® split off» 
wa« tfe© first to prepare trlaryllend halidee 
12 In •) MM yields.* ^vmwlmLBlf tli# of toromin® on th® 
o 
spproprlat© t#traarjl eoitpomnelg at -^ 5 had produeed a 10% 
jl«l-c! of off this ty|>«# Bj us# of terowln® in pyrldin® 
a miM#r cl®«fag» agent, at -40 to -50® t®trapta«nyll®«^ i 
«l».ost ;/leldfl of tri|>Ji©nyll©^ id broaide. Further 
go ga rn/j 
nm of this r®«g«at pn3>fi\mm*s th« res^ alta listen in 
faUl® !• 
*^ e«llji^ «s»t, l^ tetra, »a Stiaplro, J,, Am« Soc., 67, 
100 (mil. ""  ^
ts Silaan ani itela*. SI, 731 (1959), 
and Cfritta#!-,: , 51 > 1^ 93 11918)« 
iMd,., Ikm (1918), 
'^ ®Ii»aia»« sad Selil^ ttlg, lb3d., S®# 4£? (1925). 
mvi fi^iwwfja,. ihld», 62, IflO Cits'?}. 
%^©l»trom,,. Doetoral n»l»««rt?sti©tt, low» Stiit# College il943). 
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Tabl# I 
Cleavag© of Organolead Coaipoimds v/ith Bromine 
in J^ yrldine 
'  ' S o m p o u i S ' '  o r  ' R g R * ' i p l > f e i ! ' ' )  
f rlptoenjl-fiC-thienjllead i'rlph«n:srllead bromide 
frtpta,®nyl»p«tolyll®ad Trlphenyllead bromide 
Triphenyl-Sj^ S-dimetfeylpliengrii^ ad friphenyllead bromide 
Trlpkenyl-gc-napfethyllead Triph^ nyllead bromide 
Trlpbettyl-£-pli@no3i7ph#nyll#ad Trlphenyllead bromide 
Triphenjlcjclohexyllead Dipb®nylGycloh©xylle«.ri bromide 
Trlplienylaietbyllssd IJipbenylmethyllesd bromide 
Triphenylethyilesd Dlphenylethyllead bromide 
Triphenyl-p-
hydro*3®®tbylph«nyll#.ad Triplienyllead bromide 
')iplieiiyl-2, 5-iaim«tliylphenyl'- Dipb®nyl-2 , 5-diraetliylphenyll©ad 
l«&d bromide 
Mpb©iiyloyoloto©xyla®fch.yll®til Plii©rijlcyeloto.0xyli!i0th.yll©ad 
bromide 
Tber® has be«n only a limited Investigatlon^ *^^ '^^ '^  of 
cleaTftgoa of triaryllead coMpounds by halogens and h-<logen acids. 
Tripbenyllead Is eonverted to dipbenyllead dichlorlde by the 
action of anhydrous hydrogen chlorlde^ #^ Iodine in benzene 
produced lead iodld® from triphenylle's.d and, lead bromide and 
t©tra-£-tolyll®ad resulted from the action of bromine in 
31 pyridine on trl-jg-tolyllead . Tri-£-iaethoxyphenylleud gave 
the tetra coapomnd and lead lodld© when treated with iodine in 
mo 
chlorofom . ETldently, as the author points out, both 
Iraus© and Reissaus, B©r«, 55., 888 (1922), 
Bailie, Ooctoral Oissertation, Iowa State College (1938). 
-II. 
disproportionatlon and cleavage occur. 
Ij'nsymmefcrlcal arjlleed eompotmds have served well in studies 
on the preferential cl@avs.ge of groups ^ nd the results obtained, 
have added to the series drawn up by Kharasch and co-workers 
vThich. will b© mentioned later In fh.« section on mercury compounds. 
Galingsert'-stated that the group removed from lead is 
34 
one of those present in tb,© greatest manber* Hurd nnrt Austin , 
h,ow«vs'r, offe-r the explanation that it is th« group with the 
greater elee -.ron attraction, their vi©w is born© out by their 
experlraenfcal results in which the phenyl removed from 
triethjlphenjllead by us© of hydrochloric or nitric acid. The 
lead-contalaing products w«r© tri®thyll©0d chloride and 
diethyllead dinltrate, respectively^  The greater 1-ibility of 
th® phenyl group aa corapared to th© alkyls was further demon-
stra,t«d by its cleavage from n-propyltriphenyllead by hydro-
35 
chloric acid • In a similar ©:^ #rltn®nt the tolyl group was 
split off of n-propylphenyl-di-o-fcolyllead^®. It was found 
also that the £-dlmethylaainoph©nyl group was cleaved from 
'ZQ 
triph#nyl"jg-dimethylaminopli®nylle'Ad even by acetic a.cid . 
Calingaert, Qheii, Rev., 2, 43 (1925). 
Hurd and Austin, £• Am. Chem. Soc», 53. 1543 (1931). 
'*'® Austin, ibid,. 55. 2948 (1933). 
Austin, ibid,., 54, 3726 (1932). 
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In fayth#? studies la whleh. tli© predominant group also had 
37 feh« gf'-s.t#? tttwicfeion it wm® found that hydrobromi© 
aeid r«iov@d «lth«r one or two tolfl groups from phenyltri-o-
toljllead* lv®n boiling oone®ntrat©d nltrle Roid: did not re-
fflov© than t'-so group® %nd. ph©nyl-o-toljll©'-d dinitr''=te and 
dt-o«toljll«ad dinltrat^  wer® tli.e products. 
•XQ 
fhe hydrobroaic aeid el#avag€' of trlphenylallyllesd*" ' 
gav# B. surprising result in ttoat the allyl radical wss reBs,ov©<i 
and triphenyllead bromld® was Isolatetln almost quantlta,tive 
3-leld» Austin says thie may be due- to the extreme reactivity 
of the allyl racileal but, as b© points out, th© b©n!s;yl radical 
39 ha® the saw.® system and ejchlbits ©scpected befevior • 
Th© investigation of th© cleavage of unsaturated radicals 
was ©xt»B.def5 by Gllaan and co-work©rs^ *^ When a chloroform 
.solution of tripbettylallyl®«d was tr^ ate-'® with anhydrous 
h^ /iirogen chloride at temperatures up to 50® and times up to 
two bomrs the yields of th© pb#nyll©ad. halldr>s, both mono nnd 
di, aversgeci 9b%m The propene W'-?a characterised as 1,2-
ciibromopropane. flmt this 1© not a peculiarity of le«?.d. 
t/i 
Austin, £. §oe«, 55, 1548 {1931)» 
®®Austln, ibid,, m, 3514 C19S1)* 
%a 
Krause and SehlSttig, 63, 1S84 U950>. 
^^ Gllijan, Town®, and Jones, J. A®. Ch«ia. Soc., 55, 4689 
C19S3), 
eompoiands was shown by ch.©ek rims that shower:- the rates of cleav­
age of oth©:;' rsdleals to b© normali tf-aaphthyl > phenyl benayl. 
fh© compoimds used in this eas© were trlphenyl-jc^naphthyllead, 
dlpbanjldl-^naphthyllead and trlptotenylb^nzyllead# 
With other unsaturated radicals the following reactions 
occmrresl# 
HCl 
CO^ Hgl^ PbCH^ d-G^ lg ^ {CgHglsFbCl+OgflgGH-CHi. 
(CgHgl^ PbGIgGHgGH^ Cl^  ^{GgHg)^ Fb01(GHgCHgCH^ CH2) + C^ Hg 
^ Cglg JgPtoOHgClgOI ^ aig i Gglg )gPb01( CHgCHgGH^CHg) + CgHg. 
Thus, the relative ©as® of cleavag® is allylj^  styryl ^  phenyl^ 
ethyl^  3-butenjl, Other reaotione showed that in addition to 
those ph«yl©thynyl} phenyl ) 4»-pent©nyl# 
40 fhe amthors stat© that it appears that the position 
of the double bond with respect to th© lead-carbon bond varies 
th© strength of th® linkage to the metal and that -^unsatura-
tion aiay be an important factor. 
fh© furyl rfidieal haa been establishe-:;! as the most reactive 
by the work of Gllaan and Town®^^# Dlph©nyldi-2-furylle«d gave 
almost a cpantitativ© yield of diphenyllead dichloride. Di-2-
tMenyldl-2-furyll«ad ^v© an 83fl yield of di-2-thlenyllead 
diehloride. Anhydrous hydrogen chlorid© was th© cleavage agent 
and fiirajfi was isolated as th© other product in both cases. Due 
to the similarity of th© two radicals in the latter resctlon 
some cl®tvag« of th© thi^ yl radicsl also occurrec. I'he 
41 Qilaan and Towne, Hec» trav* chia*, 51, 1054 (1952), 
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authors point out that these relictions disprove the view which 
28 
had. been acivanceo hj earlier workers tte^ t the heavier radi­
cal is r®iaov©4 fifst in mixed arylle^ id oouipounds, 
'i'ti© relation of the .S-furyl r-idicsl to otber aromatic 
radicals was investigataa furtner in later studies by Oilman 
42 
and Town# • It was reracwr^ci first from dl-jg-anisyidl-2-
furyllead and tri-^ -anisyl-S-fiiryllead bv use of tiydro^ jen 
Chloride in either benaen® or chloroform. Tripbenyl-^ -anieyl-
lead gave diphenyllead dicliloride, triphenyllead chloride, 
and anisole, 
relative position of tlie dlbenssofuryl sind phenyl 
radicals from th''? standpoint of ©lectroneg^ itivity was demon-
strated^ '"' by tm hydrogen cftloride cleavage of compoynds in 
which the triphenyllead radical was attache^ ? to diben^ sofuran 
in the 2", 3-, or 4- positions. In each case the products 
were triphenyllead cLJ.orlde and dibenzofuran. 
Tim lability of groups Attached to lead, is shown '^ Iso 
by t.a©i.r removal by organic acids and acyl halides^  As early 
as 1887 it was observed® that the diacetate and the 
diforiaate could be formed by the action of acetic acid and 
44 formic acid, respectively, on tetraphenylles^ d. Koton ' 
extended this reaction to the higher aliphatic acids psnd some 
Oilman and fowne., J. m, Chem. Soc., 739 (1939), 
Silman, Bywater and Parker, lbid>. 887 <1955). 
jloton, J. Gen. Qhem, ),  11, 376 (1941) fc.A., 35, 
5870 (l?4l'gr' 
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of tbe aromatlo acids, Acetyl cliloride in fh« presence of 
46 
alumlnmrn ciiloylcl.®- resio-ved one pb®iiyl gro'up and producer^  
the triaryllead chloride and acetophenone. 
Silics ,g«l Was fotmd to fee an excellent catalyst for 
th®5 cleavage of tetraethyllead by organic acids, ^ cyl h'-lides, 
46 %n'i mineral scids . For exarftple, the ^ sction of nitric 
acid alone was very alow but with th© silica gel ther«? was a 
violent reaction In ten minutos. In its presence one group 
wag re-nov^ c hj such .^clds as acetic, propionic, feutyric, valer­
ic, 'ao,'! by the various chloro and bromo derivatives of »cetic 
Mcid, At room tempers.ture acetyl chloride produced triethyl-
lefid chloride, while henaoyl chloride gsve le?ad chloride., 
47 
I n  other stixcii^ ® it v f i s  found that without solvent benzoyl 
c'hloricJe x*0mov#d one or two groups from tetraphenylle;.iri. 
The n o^nohalid© underrfent disproportlonatlon and tho dihaiide 
WES recoverec in attempts to cleave them, 
farious inorganic salts have also been used as cl0s,vfige 
48 
agents, Krause s.nd Schmitz * usee? silver nitrate and mercuric 
chloride, Tbej fomd that the reaction between ethyltriphenyl-
lead and silver nitr.^ te in alcoholic solvjtion gsTe, after raor© 
45 lalinovsk.l, frady Oor'kov Qosudarst, FedaKoi?. Inat,, So, 5, 
39 (1940)? iHiTE eTirilT IfmrTTTr 46 il941)r G»A,. 37. 
3070 C1943ljr^ ' — 
Browne arici Rsid, J, to, Chem, Soc,, 49, 830 (1927), 
47 Kaplan, Master's Thesis, Iowa State College (1939), 
48 
.Kreus® and Schaltg, Ber,, 52, 'dlBQ (1919), 
tban thipty-six hours, phenjlsil-^ rer-silver nitrate {C H Ag)„ • 
AlPOg* In liot ftleohollG so3.»tion mercuric chlorid© removed a 
phenyl group to give ph«iiyla©i»ewic ehloride. R^^R'Pb compounds, 
wb®r© R was phenyl and a* was cyelohexyl, ^-naphthyl, or phene-
tyl, ga^re n mixture of products v%*lth silver nitrate, W]a©n R* 
was p-tolyl, 2,5-ai»0thjlpl3.«nyl, or 2,4~diaethylph@nyl a 
concentrated silver nitrate solution fms nee^^ed and tbe prod­
ucts wer® of th© aame tjp@ as phenylsilver~sllver nitrate* 
48 
Sm,us€ and Sciiaitss claimed tlis^ st there wrs no reac­
tion, between tetraaryllead compounds and sllv©'!- nitr'^ te, 
49 Later, however, it was found that tetraphenyl-, tetr^ -^ methyl-, 
and. tetraethyllesid reacted with, either silver nitrate or 
oiorlc nitrate to give yields of the RgPtjUOj,^  compound as 
50 high as 82»7;|„ Tfe© view has been advancefl that this is an 
ionic reaction because the reaction between tetr-imetbylle'^ d 
9,nd silver nitrate wps found to b© instantaiieous in slcohol 
but very slow in inert solvents, fbe suggeste-l reaction is 
a a follows: 
R^ Pb + Ag^ -¥0^ -»B..Ag 
fh© alkylsilver compound decomposed to deposit free silver, 
Gllman and foods, J« Ghem« Soe», 65» 455 (1943). 
Semerano snd Riccobonl, 74, 1089 (1941). 
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intepesting applicstlon of fciies© reactlorxi; is their 
ms« as a preparatiTr© raefehod. for otbei' organometallic compounds 
by cl©aTag0 of the easily obtainable lend compoimds. Thus, 
diphenjltliallitjffi chloride results from the r©s.ction between 
51 thallie chloride and either tetraphenyllead or diethyl-
52 il di phenyl lead, • Fshen triethyllead chlorid® or tetra-
40 ©fchyllead was used the saifte products, di©thjllead 
clichioride and thallous chloride, were obtained# The authors 
postulated ethyl thallim di chloride a a an intermediate ahich 
subgequently deooiaposr^ l, Dl-s£-naphthylthallium chloride was 
prepared'' * by use of diphftnyldi-^-naphthyllead. 'rh© 
stability of the diphenylthallluffi chloride was demonstrated 
hj its purification in boiling dilute hydrochloric acid* 
Thia use as a preparative method was ©xt<ander^ to other 
metallic derivati-res^'^ fo>r employing t©trHphenyllea,d fas tne 
atarting msterial sBd convertitig it to th® K PhX^ compound 
& 8 
in each case# 
Salt i'l'oduct 
AsSX- C0„H"rOi0l 
SbOlg (cSH^ )pSbCl 
SbOle (C..fii)SSbCl_ 
BiBrl (claniiBr^  
TSOIA (G®H|)|T®Clg 
SnClA CorH,= )gSnGlp 
SnClg • (CgHg)gSn(OH)01+(0gHg)2SnClj 
51 aoddard and Soddard, J. Ohem, Soc., 121, 256 (1922). 
Go^ idard and Goddard, ibid.121, (19S2), 
55 Goridard, Ashlay, and Plvana, Ibid., 121, 978 (1922) 
18-
llo rea.ction was obtained when tetraphenjllesd was 
trested with phosphorms halldes, thlonjl chloride, or acetyl 
chloride. We have 8#©n*®, however, that acetyl chloride 
in the presence of aluminum chloride removed one phenyl group. 
In vim! of t^iese conflicting reports the latter cleavage mi^^t 
have been a remilt of the action of the aluminum chloride 
althotigh, as we saw^®,. tetraethyllead is cles-veri by acetyl 
Chloride when silics gel i® used as a catalyst. One ethyl 
group is removed from this latter lead compound tj the action 
of phosphorus trichloride, aluminum chloride, or allicon. 
46 tetrscblorid® • 
Mercuric chloride cleaves oi'ganolead compounds in neutral 
54 OP alkaline solution' • 'i'he completeness of the reaction 
depends on tne solubility of the intermediate products and 
thus fcetraphenyllead and triphenyllead chloride s.re cleaved 
In slcohol solution to the Insoluble dichloride and no ftxrther. 
In basic solution there is almost no reaction with tetraphenyl-
lead but triphenyllead chlorid'- reacts to give diphenylmercury 
and dlphenyllead oxide, 
Organotin Compounds 
SS Frankland ina.uguratea the cleav&ge studies on tin when 
h© investigated the behavior of tetraethyltin toward various 
lesBieyanov and Kocheshkov, Ber,, 67, 317 (1934), 
Frankland, Ann., Ill, 44 (1859). 
19-
I'eagents. Gon&mntTnt®6 lijai-ochloflc acid had no effect in th© 
cold btit -whisn the two compounda wej»e heated together at 80-
90® for twelve to ©ightten houre '^ethnn® «n<l trie-thyltin. 
©hi©rid© were producer^, fl® foimci that diethyldlaiethyltin 
was cleaved ©v«n more readily and analysis of the evolved gas 
show it to be a aiactur® of m®tfean© B.ncl ©thane, thus one of 
®acsh radical had. b®en split off, Iodin« Gl«avage of this 
compound pjxjduoed methyl iodide and diethyltin diiodide, 
56 
Later applicaticm of this iodin© Method to tetraethyltln 
rmoved, two of th© gromps# 
57 Cahours showed that hydrochloric acid, remover; the 
methyl and then an «thyl roup frons triethylmethyltin, The 
action of stannic chloride on this compound produced triethyl-
tin chloride. His results on tri«®thyl©thyltin were anomalous 
in that iodia® reffloved th® ethyl group to giv® trimethyItin 
iodi<3.®» A cleaTage by teromln© in carbon tetraohloride gave 
's3 the ®xp#cfe®d diraathylethyltin hromid®'" , 
LacienhttPg^®'^® report©! the action of various reagents 
on tri«thylph©myltin» Silver nitr=>te gave triethyltin 
iiitr«t®, Mph^nyl, and Metallic silver as product a. Iodine 
sf"^  ' 
' lorgsnoff, Ann>, 144, im 
eahours, 122. 48 (1868). 
tto 
Bullarcl and Viag#®, J« Chem, Soc,, 51, 892 (1929). 
I^adenharg, 159, 251 (1871).. 
Lad&nhuirg, 4,. 17 (1871), 
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anS hydroe: lople aold removed tb.c phenyl group to pro<3uc© the 
trlalkyltija halido. The products of the reaction with stannic 
chloride wer® dlettiyltln dichlorld© and ethylphenjltln dl-
chlofid©* 
61 (Irftttner and Krause prepsrec' an extensive ser^les of 
Blxed. triallcylttn b3?orald©s by a^ans of bromine cleavage of 
the t«tra compounds. They state that the compounds without 
©xe<s»ptlon follow the rule they previously adirmeed for organo-
11 lead co-apownds ' in that the lightest group was remove 
6'd first. Fa'aus Bullard , howeTer, found th-it the benzyl 
radical was removed from triraethyltienzyltin by the action 
of brOffline. 
£t% 
In conneotlon with studl#B on the trlmethyltln group 
the desired trlfiethylfcin I'lromlde was prepared by bromine 
cleavftge of tetraiaothyltin# 
64 MarmlkiB investigated series of ralxerl al^^yl compounds 
of the typ© (CHg)gSiiR and found that in each ease a methyl 
was raiioved by iodin® ia preference to n-aTnyl,i~amyl,n-butyl, 
and butyl and the alkyltln hslld^s mere obtained in excel­
lent yields. When trlethyl-n-biityltin was used an ethyl group 
W3S removed, 
Gruttner and itrause, »«£.» IS# 1802 (1917), 
Kraus and Bullard, £. Chem. Soc., 48, 2i;51 (19k:6). 
Kraus and Sessions, ibld«, 47, 2361 (19^^-). 
6^ llanullcln, J, Gen. Ghem. ), 15, 42 (1945) fO^A., 
38, S31 1X^44'^ ^ 
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Iii further studies of loillnfl' cl««.Trni|©s of mixe'' ''.Ikyltin 
^ k 
compoimds, lia»iilkln tonnd tlT:?5t. In R^S-nR* compounds the 
se:ri«»s of M-dionls in th® ord®!' of decreasing ease of cleavage 
w,r}s methyl > «thyl^ n«pi»opyl^n-'bti.tjl^l'-Hmyl» In work on n 
00 
slmil-'ir se'-'ies of tetraallsyl compounds he conclwrfed tlist 
the first two gro-jps are stepwise bj iodinej the last 
two cRr» off ©Iraultaneoiisly, 
'Phe pi»€5f©i»enttal cleaTage of radlc^^sls has been 'ised to 
prepare, «m>1 in atteirfsts to prepar©, opfeicallj actl^re tin 
a f f  
eoiRpoiinds# Pope and Peactofey used trlmethyltln lorlide ws a 
starting, material R»d, toy successiv® rencfelons with dialkyl-
ssiiic compounds and cleawges of a methyl group with iodine, 
prepared methylethyl-n-propyltin lodid®. Hegolutlon toy forma­
tion of t>-© e^raphOTsulfonato prodfycerl an optically active 
compound. Kipping emplojea a similar procedi.^re dn'^i foimtt 
that cleava.g:e -vith iodinf^ s»«\otr«d only one group wfcer^^as warm 
or bo'linp; hydrocblorlG acid freniiently rrmo-v^sf® two. 
flaniilkln, J. G:en. Chem. (n.K.o.H.), IS, 46 (1943) fc.A,, 38, 
332 (1944}][. 
lanulEln, itoid.», U, S86 (1941) 5854 {194l3. 
6*7 pop© and Peaohey, f roc» !££•* ii» ^ (1900). 
Hipping, J. Ciiem., Soc«, 2365 (1928). 
(ogh5)^snis»(oghg)33ni°.8!5^2^(c6hg)5snohgcghg 
HCl 
(oghg) jsnohgo^hg —^ oghgto^hgoh^jsnolg 
cehs'^ehb^g'snolg-i^flLfsy^cehgcoghgchgjsnccghg-chg-ejg 
Iodine cleavage of th« laet cofflpound removed one tolyl grotip^ 
Coiwersion of the iodide to the hydroxide gave a compound 
which failed to give crystals when an attempt was mad© at 
resolution... Kipping; stat^id th'^.t the order of cleavage, 
o-toljl, £-tolyl, phenyl, and henayl, was tb© bbmb with iodine 
6p 
or hydrochloric scid., Hom'ever, he found th-j t the acid 
remover' an ©thyl group b-'-fore benzyl in contrast to the 
69 
reverse order when iodin# or sy.l.furlc acid ws.s usen , 
In studies on halogen cleavages of compounds of the type 
Rj^lX, m'here M is an element of tb© fourth group of the periodic 
system, and H is either ethyl or phenyl, .Flood 'ind Horvitz'''*^ 
observe^ that variation of solvents had no effect on the r^te 
of cleavage and hif-her temperatures increased the rstes of 
reaction but did not vary t.h© order. When X is V9.rief- the 
rate of bromination or iodination increases in the follovying 
orderi iodide, bromide, chloride, fluoride, or hydroxyl. 
71 Bullard and Robinson found th-tt the phenyl-tin bond is 
lipping and Smith, £. Ohem. Soc... IQl. 2553 (1912). 
Flood and Horvita, J. to. Chem. Soc,, 55, 2534 (19o3). 
Bullard and Robinson, ibid., 1368 (1927). 
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easily clewed when trimethylphenyltin is treated with bromine, 
72 Similar treBtment of trlpfeeaylbenzyltin g«v© phenylbenzyltin 
72 
dibronid© and bromobenaene. Bullard combined his ©xperi-
58 61 62 71 
mental findings with those of other investig'^tions"* ' 
and arraiigeci trie radicals in order of decre-ialng ease of 
cleavagei; phenyl, benzjlg methyl, ©thyl, propyl. 
When quantities of triaryltin halides were desired it 
¥f&8 found ' that the mse of broaine in pyridine eliminate'-
thpi fo'raation of th© dihalicie as an impurity, the latter being 
74 formen whm tetraphenyltin reacts with bromine and in small 
amounts #v©n in Im tewperatur© reactioiis Involving direct 
bro'fflination# This method gav© yields of triphenyltin bromi'ie 
as high Rs 95^» It was extended to various tolyl and xylyl 
•75 
derivatives with good, results. In contrast to th© action 
of broisine alone, iodine reiuoves only one group from tetre-
76 phenyltin' • Porrastion of the dihalide by addition rather 
rysi 
than oleavng© was noted » when diphenyl- --nid dicyclo-
h©xyltin were treated with bromine. 
Bullard., J. Am. Ghem, Soe«, 51, 3065 (1929). 
Krause, Ber., 912 {1918). 
Volis, Iblcl,, 2915 (1889)., 
iraus© MKi Becker, ibid.. 173 (1920). 
*^6 Chfimbers B.nd Scheror, J. Ara# Chem« Soc., 48, 1054 (1926). 
.Firause and Pohla.nd, Ber., 57, 532 (1924).. 
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Aqueous or gaseous hydrogen chloride has been usen for 
several cleavage studies other than those alreadj mentioned. 
?s Ironheiii obserrec^ that Goiiae>itrated hydrochloric Rcid s.t 
100® converted dlphenylbin dichlorid© to stannic chloride 
and hen^^ene. In another example of th© reniovsl of « phenyl 
gro-up. Kipping usee^ tiAis cleavage to prepare tri phenyl tin 
chloride which was unobtainshle dlrectl7f beci^uise of Ccmnntion 
of t>'e tetra compound. 
78 In an investigation of the reaction between compotinds 
of the t:?pe RgSnfi*g and gaseous hjrdrogaa chloride it was 
found tlmt on© of each radical was reraovef'^ from dimethjldiethyl-
tin and diethyldlpropyltln but that th© ttfo arjl re-oic'-ils 
were cleaved from the diethyldiphenyl coHipou:Ku The mixed 
Splitting in th© first two esses is probably due to the very 
similar attraction the radicals have for ©leetroriB. Later 
po 
stvidles on a series of cofflpoun,ds of the same type ilso 
employed hydrogen chloride and shame'i the order of decreasing 
electronegativity to he 2-thienyl, £-anisyl,<-naphthyl, 
phenyl, Rnd cyclohexyl. 
It is inter est ti3g to note that, althoui;di hydrogen 
chloride cleavage of some long chain tin derivatives®^ was 
fta 
Aronheim, Ann., 194, 146 (1878). 
Bullard and Holden, J, m, Chem. Soc., 3150 (1951), 
80 Bobashinskay® and Kocheshkov, J, Gen. Chem. (U.f'.S.n.), 
8, 1850 (1938) 33, 5820*~ClS^) j: 
Meals, J. Org. Chem.> 9, 211 (1944). 
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successfully cari'ied out in ether tetratetradecyltin was 
unaffected in petroleum ethtr. 
'Fne re«otloii between organotin oospounds nnn organic 
adds OF &ejl halid.es has not be©n investigated aa extensive­
ly as the oorresponding lead compounds# Mslinovski^'^ found 
that, as with tetraphenyllead, one group was removed from 
tetra.phenyltin by seetyl chloride in the presence of aluminum 
ohloyicie. In the case of the tin compound, however, there 
was coneiderstole formatiom of tar* Bost and Borgstrom" ' 
obtaineci only low yields of benzophenone v f h e n  bemzojl chloride 
afr 
'was used but Ksplan isolated 64»2/i of benzophenone -A-hen 
the reaction was r^in at reflux In an atmosphere of dry 
nitrogen. 
Many cleavages of tin compounds "by various salts have 
83 been reported. In 1859 Buckton ' observed th:it the resction 
of t«?trs.ethyltin with stannic chloride prodTiced diethyl tin 
dlchloricle, Krause aiici Schmiti!;'^® stated that th© tin 
derivatives react less readily than the lead compounds and 
that thoy recuired n saturated solution of silver nitrnte if 
a dilute solution wb^b sufficient to cleave the le d derivative. 
Coapourids of the type (CgHg)^£nR were split bo form phenylsilveP' 
silver nitrate if H were methyl or ethyl but gave no cleavage 
Bost sii(3, Borgstrom, £. Am« Ohem« Soc., 51, 19'-;2 (1929), 
8-' Buclcton, Ann*, 112. 220 (18f)9). 
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product If K were phenyl or % substituted phenyl. Gllmsn and 
49 Woods % howerer., r^orted aa 80«6% yield of benzene from 
the reaction of tst^aphenyltln with silirer nitrate. 
51.62 
Ctoddftrri and eo-workers employed thallic and stannic 
chlorides to remote one oi» two grov^ps from tetra«thyl- or 
tetraphenyltia.. THey obserred no reaction with the chlorides 
84 
of mereury or stilfup» Th® results of another investigation , 
how0V.ftr, showed that mercwlc ehlorlde split off two phenyl 
groups from tetraphenyltin and ph«nyliiierc-aric chloride wrs 
foOT©). Stannic chlorid® was the product when diphanyltin 
84 
cilchlorlci# was tr®at#<i with mercuric ehlorid© or th« 
og 
mercuric chloride addition product of acetylene . It wna 
54 found that cleavage toy ii«rottrle chloride in neutr'tl solu­
tion resulted in rtmoval of on© or more phenyl groups from 
tetraphenyltin or the vsrioiae chlorides to form phenylraercuric 
ehlorid®, whereas in basic solution dlph#nyl»©rcury wps produced. 
The reaction of t©traph«iiyltin with three e- uivRlents of 
86 
stannic ehlorid® was used to prepare phenyltin trichloride , 
a previously unknown aryl- typ©» FJy varying the amounts of the 
salt one or two fjroups could b© removed, f©trs-jo-vm-, and 
^-tolyltin resiCt much more readily to give th© di- or 
84 Kooheshkov and Wesmeyanov,. J, Gen. Cheai, (U.S. • .H.), 4, 1102 
C19M) [C^A., 29, 399S (1955)J, 
BB Freldliua and !I#s»#yanov, Gompt. rend, acad, sci, U.h.ft.a,, 
60 11940) [ C.A.. 34, eWHTisW^. , 
Eocheshkov, Ber., 62., 996 (1929), 
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87 s.^ -^  ti»lGiilopid® * *• , the a-tolyl eoiapoTjnd going, to the dichior-
id« fjt room temper a tiir®. 
The preparation of tin Gorapounds having a substituted 
ph#n.yl ring was accomplish®<5 by th@ reaction between triethyl-
tin ohloride and the appropriat® dlarjlmercury compound. By 
this m#aiis th® o-hydroxyph®ayl and p-diraethylaminophenyl 
89 
derl"v®tiir®8 w#r© obtaiu^d # The amino compound is soluble 
in hyd TO chloric acid tottt olea-ires almost inamediately. It 
90 is also UBstabl® in %h# presmeB of mercuric chloride . 
An extensive s®ri®s of mono and dihalides was prepared 
from alkylfcin eoiipouiKas bj th© reaction with tin halides or 
q1 co 
allcyltin halid€»s" * * Oti© or two methyl, ethyl, or 
loohesMcov and ladi, J. Oen# Ghem« (U.S.S.R.), 4, 1434 
( 19Mi p C«A«, 29« S66l C^5)"yr' "" 
Koch«shkov and ladi, Ber., £7, 717 (1934). 
ho Koehashkoir, W&BmejBnor, &nd Fusjrevi, ibid.. 69, 1639 (1936). 
90 Mi^smeyanoT^ loch®shko'§', and Pusyreva, J. G#n. Ghem, (U.S.S.R.), 
7, 110 (1957) [W*, 51, 4290 (1937) JT 
Eoeheshkov, B«r«, 66, 1661 (19S3). 
locheshkoir, j. Gm. Shem. (f .S^S.R.), 4, 1359 (1934) 
rc«a., sfeotxasbttt* 
kooheshkoir, imd., (1935) £9,,. 5071 (193s)]. 
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n-propyl mdicals were cleaved from the respective tetra com-
poOTids by the action of starmoiis or stannic halld.es and one 
group was removed by a dialkfltin dihallde. It is signifi­
cant that in contrast to th© aryls the al>r yls could not be 
elea^^d beyond the dihalloe hj the action, of the stannic 
hali^.es®^» A mixed compouad, methyltriphenyltln, illus-
tr?5tes t:.;is differene® in reactivity la that it is converted 
94 to methyltrichlorotin . 
Orgamomercmry Coapoimde 
4 Buckton reported the first cleavage of an organomer-
ciiry oomoound tiy the action, of mercuric chloride on o.iethyl-
aerctiry to form ethylmercurlc chloride# He fouv>d th-it sul-
82 ftarie acid ^.nd bromine also removed one radical to form 
ethylmepcurlc sulfate and, bromide respectively, 
Yerj extensive stfidies. have been carried out on the 
cleavage of anajmiiietric-i 1 organomercury compounds hj Khnrasch 
and co-workers# Hydrogen chloride splitting was suggested by 
q r 
Eharasch and Orafflin as a means of determining relative 
eleetronegativitj or,, in other words, relative affinity of 
rsdloftls for elfi»ct3?ori3. 'I'he greater th© electronega.tivity 
Pavlovskaya and it.oche»hkov, Gompt» rend, acad, sci. 
49, 263 (1945) 40>'"5§l6 ni¥6)'3T 
Iharasch «md Grafflin, J. &m» Chem. Soc,, 47, 1948 (1925), 
tile greater t'-.e ttendency to retain tii© electrons and i'oiri th© 
hydroca'-boa in tb,© reaction with hydrogen, chloride. A theory 
9 5 96 is aclTanoed * that the mercury compounds may ionize in 
the fashionI 
ir+ h*hg'^^«hgr» ^  rhg^ -h r.»~ 
If there Is a great difference in the electronegativity of 
the :r.a(iic?5ls one mode of ionization would be predominant and 
the re-'%ction with H* end Cl"" would form the organomev-curic 
oblorid© and the hydrocarbon# Smaller differences in the 
rafiic'ils tf/oi-'-ld le.ad to a ®ixture of prodviCts, 
iteKsury was chosen to serre in these st ies because of 
its weak electronegativity and conse'-uent atility to give up 
q*7 
its electrons readily' • Studies showed tbet variations in 
solvent., t€4mperature., eoncentr-s-tion, and hydro lytic ngent 
96 98 99 did not change tlie order of remo^ral of radicals ' ' * 
Riid thfcit it is not a question of rels?.tive aoluhllities fox* 
Kharasch, Reinauth, and Mayo, J. Chero. ScU. 11, S2 (1934). 
Kharasch an.d Relraauth, ihi'1., 404 (1928). 
Kherasch and Flenner, J, Am. ghem. Soc., 04, 674 (1931:1), 
A.hai'asch, Pin.es, and Levin®, J. Org, Chem,, 3, 347 (193B). 
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ethyliae3?curic clilorid©, aore soluble t}:),i-..n phenylmercxirlc 
or 
chloride, is produced iri the cleavage of ethylphenylmercury • 
Ilycirogen chloride has aa advarita£;e over tbe log ens as 
go 
a cleavage agont In that It can re^ct in only on© way ' whereas 
halogens wight reacts 
BIOH2R' + Clg—^.RMCl + ClCHgR' 
or in a two step reaction: 
ItMOHgH» + Clg-^HMCHGIR* + HCl 
kmchcir' + HCl—»-RMCl+cigh2r'. 
It is evident that in the latter c-^se the re iction would have 
little value in ©stablishiiig a series of rel"tivf> electronega-
tivities. This way 'be the explan*~tlon for the results of 
healogen cleavages of tin corapounds which Showed the ben7:7/1 
gg 69 
radic»-l w&a 2*emoved before methyl or ethyl « Use of 
hydrogen chloride^®® or hydrochloric acid®®, however, 
plsced. the benayl in its expected position belo'^s? tbe ^..ll-ryl 
radicals. 
Although the above clarified the apparent discrepancy 
in the behavior* of the ben,';<yl radical an objection which 
appears to be very logical wv-s raise'": regai-'dlDg the e plana-
*l , 
tion suggested by Kharasch and Marker for the loweririti of 
t?'© electronegativity of the methyl hy siibstitution of phenyl 
Sher and Sh'xr&soh, Unpublished studies, see reference 97, 
iLharasch and Marker, J. ohem, H o c , ,  4S, 3130 (1926), 
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radicals for one or more hydrogens, fbej .proposed that the 
phenyl attracts electrons ami, thus becomes more neg^.tive and 
@ir©ntually exerts a repelling force on the ©lectrona of the 
102 
carbon-metal bond, i?ooster and Mitchell cuestlonec this 
since the migration of the electrons toward the phenyl should 
produce a corresponding Insreas© In th© positive nature of 
the methyl carbon sncl thus Increase its attraction for the 
electrons. 
In establishing th© series several compounds were usec'i 
in each case to establish the position of one radiciil with 
101 
respect to several others. It was found that when 
two radicals are close together the reaction gives s mixture 
of product;:.;, por example, propylbutylmercury gives about 
74»2>;: of butyliaercuric chloride and 24,8^ of propylmercuric 
chloride, whereas when methylbutylaereury was used quantitative 
yields of methane and butylmerouric chloride were obtained. 
Th© reaction of the mercury coiapouncis with hydrogen chloride 
is rapid and most are finished mfithin two minutes. 
The combined results of th© work of Khs.rR8ch with 
Flenner®® and with Marker^®^ give the following series. 
The order of tl-ie compounds to the right of the brackets have 
not been definitely assigned but are In the r-nge indicated. 
102 iooster and ilitchell, £« .Am. Ghem. Soc.. 52, 688 (1930). 
-CA/ 
00 
Q 
O 
O 
O Q 
O 
Crt, 
CH. 
CJi 
U. 
-CH 3 
•<=i^ 7 
"cl 
U 
/«3 
C.H 
^CH, 
oo > o 
00 > oo 
By their work on topancheci ebain alkylmercury compounds 
103 Ifeitmore aod iia.'^e further aupplemented the 
series, 'Their work liiirol"^ed us© of alcoholic hydrogen 
WMtsor© an.d Bewistein, J, Am« Oh-em. Soe., 60, 2626 
(19S8), *" 
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elalorlcie, Taels? 'results are Eiamragylze'' in the following 
series, the radlc-ils on the same line or in the brackets 
being indistInguiahable, 
%h5-
, (OHg)gO-GHgCMg- (neohex^/l) 
\B-CgHig- , CCi3,g)gG~Cag0H2CHg_^ (m-oheptyl) 
jec-g^hg -
(® g ^ pinacolyl) 
oils 
Ictuel plaee In aeries not d<jtermln©d« 
O"™'' • 
(CH^)j^C- ^ (neopentjl) 
f.hey point out th«5t th© fact thot the butyl and th© neopentyl 
radio-. Is aj-e b®l«w Mnzyl is noteworthy 
the latter had b@@3a found to be less electroneg^-jtiv© than 
any other alkyl radical. It is inosb interesting that in 
104 later virork on silicon Whitraore and Soaaaer applied this 
method to th© deteroinition of the relatl"re electroneg'-^'tivity 
of th© sllico-neopemtjl group, (CHj^)ji.SiOHg-, lth?»iaolic 
hydrogen chloride cleavage of silieo-neopeintylffiethylmercury, 
sllico»fieop0fityl-a«-hexylffleretiry, and aillco-neopentylphenyl-
.wercxiry showed that th© sllico-nsopentyl radical is 'jbove 
104 ifiiiijjjjore and Soiaaer,. J. Am» Gheffl» _Soc, 68, 481 {1946). 
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raethyl SBtl n-feexyl taat Is bf^low phenyl In the series. Th© 
3?eactions are as follow si 
RHg31i^ + HGl > Hi + GH3Hg01 
Mg-a-OgH^g+HCl ^ RH + n-OgH^gHgOl 
rhgcghg + h01 > kigcl + ogsg 
wheri^ R is this sillco-aeopentyl gi»o\ip.. Thus this imdical la 
more ©lectronegati-r© than imj other al'kyl radical. The intro-
diietion of silicon Into th« aoleeule evidently has a consider­
able effect, fhe atithors point ox.it th??t this hig^i degree of 
eleetPonegatlTity is born# otit in the inej'tness of silico-
neopentyl chlo:ridrf toward silver siitrete due to the tightness 
with which th© shared psir of electrons on the halogen is h©ld. 
Th.€i results of studies of the effect of halogens on elec-
99 tronegativity have heen r«rported in two papers. It foxmd 
that £-flttoroph©nyl was slightly above phenyl while the meta-
Isoaier, as w©ll bs the thr«e isomeric bromophenyls, are helow 
phenyl. All the radicals which ar© ^-hslogenated ere very close 
to the unstibstitttted ring. The halogenation of the m-tolyl 
racilenl to ffl-trifluororaethyl shows an ©ven greater effect 
In low©t"lng th« electronegativity than nuclear chlorination. 
The effect of a nuclear chlorine was tb© saia© with the 
benzyl j^idicel as with ph#nyl. In a logical extension 
of these findings^®® the S,4- and S-dichloroph^nyl 
1 Kharssch, Legaiilt, and Sprouls. J, Org. Chem,. 3. 409 
(1938). " "" 
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radicals slaowed greater resistanc® to cleavage than t"he mono-
tologen derivatives, 
106 Baarasch and Swartz ' offer an explanation of tnc un­
expected cl©airage of an allyl md.ieal rather than a phenyl 
38 40 in the studies on organolead compounds '* .In their 
©xperlrtienta cl^airag© of alljlphenylaorcury gar® a 50/6 yield 
of phenylaercurle chloride and the remainder, mercuric 
chloride, was isolated, as moreurio iodid® by th© addition of 
potassium iodid®« The presence of the mepcuri© chloride was 
©xplained toy the fact that allyla^remric chloride gives that 
compound on tr©&ta«iit with hydrogen chloride. This seemed 
to indicate that the allyl mnd phenyl radiosis have the sam© 
©l©otronegatlirlty but thi® is not in keeping with their 
properties. Interpretation of the results was based on the 
107 
results of studies which showed that the halogen acids 
add to propylene and allyl • deri'vatives by addition of a proton 
to the terminal carbon# fhms, 
c^hglgcfrgah^^g-m^+ol- ^ oghghgoh^chghg -h cl" 
oghghgghg&icss + 01'' —^ ogli^^h-chg=ohch^. 
fh® 60^ yield of phmylffiereuric ehlorid© shows that only half 
of th© material was ©loaved by this meehanism, the remainder 
glTi-ng th® more ©xp®®t@d rmoval of a phenyl radical. The 
106 Kharasch and Swarts, £, Org. Ch®ffi.. 3, 405 (1938). 
Kharasch, Kloiger, and Mayo, ibid.. 4, 488 (1939). 
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allymer0111*10 ehloylde which resulted wi^.s in turn split b-;.-
the hydrogen chloride# 
In suwiiing up th© results of these determinations of 
eleetronegatiTity several conclusions m@re drawn®®. 
1« In the alkyl series, increased length of t>ie chain 
or Increased branching decreased the electronegativity. 
2* Any smbstituent which can b® introduced directly 
into the ring also has a lowering effect. It was 
pointed out®® thqt th® £-fImorophenyl was the 
only Imown exception to this, 
5, The effect of the group is more important than its 
position on th© benssen© ring. 
Many other cleavage agents have been found to be appli­
cable in the st^idies on organomercury compounds. Otto^^ 
found that the action of benaeneaulfonyl chloride on diphenyl 
mercury in beneene at 160® produced diphenyl sulfone and 
phenylmerctiric chloride. The reaction with £-toluenesulfonyl 
chloride pt'oceeded similarly although only a trace of sulfon.e 
109 
was l®ol8,teci. It was found that with di«£-tolyraercury 
tils latter reaction did not proceed at all in carbon tetrs-
ol'sloride, whereas g-toluenesulfonyl iodide gave good yields 
of the cleavage products. 
Aoyl halides have receive-i only limited attention as 
110 
cleavage agents for mercury compounds. G-ilman and ?lelson 
Citto, Ber., I B ,  246 (1885). 
109 !-!^]iitmore and Thuman, J. fm* Chem. Soc., 45. 1068 (19k;3), 
13.0 Oilman and Helson, ibid. > 61, 743 (1939). 
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found fcliat the effectiveness of the 'beiazoyl halides in their 
action on cll~_g-tolym#reury -mtis la the order iodide } "bromid© } 
V 4*5 
ciilorid©} fluoride# Malinovslti r©j>ort©d that diphenyl-
laeroury ¥ias aleaved smootlily by acetyl chloride in tbe presence 
of almimim chloride. 
In 1872 Fre.nchiiaont^-^-^ reported that som© triphenylmethan© 
was isolated from the? reaction bettfeen diphenylmercury and 
"benzal chloride. In furthei' ©xtensi-^e studies Whitmore and 
112 TMiWBan fomid that compomnfis of the type RgHg did not react 
with many.halid©8 such as Ifluryl and ethylene bromide, allyl 
arid hBnzjl lodld@| only the org'momereuric halid© could be 
Identified from the reaction of seTersl includini^ bromonitro-
acetyl iodide, and loaoaostonitrilej definite reactions 
w®re gi-ren by ciiphenylbroiaoaethane, _t-butyl bromich:-, t-aiayl 
iociide, 9-tromoflnorene, and stilbene dibromid©. Most of 
the reactions required about three humdred hours refluxing in 
solvents such as carbon ^tetrachloride and toluene* 
Iodine monochlorid© appeared as an agent for the splitting 
1 *1 « 
of organomereury compo^mds when it w®s fotmd that by its 
use a series of diaryl compounds or arylmereuric chlorides 
w«r© converted to mercuric fttilorid# and th@ aryl iodid'". The 
114 
use of iodine or bromin© as the free halogens converted 
Fronchimont, Ber., 5, 907 (1878). 
?lhltaore snd Ihurman, £. to# Ch®, Soc., 51, 1491 (19k:9). 
lis whitmor© and Thorp©, lMd«, m, 782, (19:-')3), 
11^ St«inkopf and Bauewaeister, Ann,, 403 . 59 (1914). 
diaerciirated thlopheTi^? to the 2,5-ciihallde. 
'?b@ cl«avag©s of dlphenjlmdrcury to phenylmercuric 
115 hjdpoxift© by th© aotlon of merc»iric oxide and of ciiethyl-
116 
npiveuvj to ethylmsi'curie eblopide "b^ mercuric chloride 
h^jve been reporte-d* The latter type is a reversible r©*^ction 
11t 
and Whitaore aad. Sobatxkl used sodium iodide to drive the 
reactioji to the rif^it* 
An interesting variation wag noted in. the action of 
118 
arseuic and. aiitiMony trichlorides on mercury compounds, 
A,r8enie trichloride r«act@fl with both di-oC~naphthylmercury 
and. cC-naphthyliaercuric chloride whereas the antimony halid© 
reacted iit »n uncertain maimer with the former and showed no 
reaction -with the latter# 
119 fsriatioms have been noted in th© reaction of stannous 
halides on eompouncis of the typ® llgHg according to the solvent 
®raploy«d-« Three possible meehanisiiB were noted. 
Otto, £• prakt,. Che®*, C^'3 i» 179.(1870.). 
¥ltt# mid Mesnard., .Bull« soc. ehim>. 8* 579 (1941), 
1 t7 Whitiaor© and Sobatzki, J,. im» Chen. aoc«, 55. 1188 (1933). 
latsumlya, l©m. Coll, Soi. Kyoto Irap. Univ». 8. 591 (1925) 
cca... m, iwdisst]*;: • • ~ 
lesmejanov and .Kocheshkov^ !££•» 63 j 2496 (1930), ise® 
also Koehisshkov and. Hesraeyanov., .1.. .Russ, Phys. Gh^m, Soo», 
1795 (1930) £gs^, £5, 3375 tlssi) '] , 
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BgHg + SnXg > HgSfiXg + + Hg (I) 
c* m fm 
rglg +snxg hh +hg +(cghgo)gsnxg (h) 
RgSnIg + IgHg > n^Sxa -H RHgX {III) 
krfl compounds, such as dlplienjl- and d.ib©n!syla©roiij»j, always 
followed (I) in acetone tout in ©thanol the 3p©!9ction proceeded 
according to either (I) oi* (11). The cleawge of di~_£-tolyl-
aerctirj, for exajsple, followed mechanism (1) In aeeton© but 
ClI) lut ©thaiiol» Th© dlalkylaercury compounds, re'-scting mor« 
slowly, show©f3 rsaetion (III) In addition to CD "and (II), 
Two courses were also fou'.:,i in the case of the organomercuric 
halides, 
2 MIgBr + > RgSmBrg+HgBrg 
ilHgBp + smr2 >mxmv^ + Hg 
The reaction betw©@m organoroercmric halicies ''.nd HgM'Xg 
types was suggested^®® as a means of prepnring tinayrarnftrical 
opganomereury compouwis eontaining siihstitutef^ rings, for 
example, m- and ^-nitrophemylphcnylBiercury and _£-chlorophenyl-
hensylsereury* Cleavages with hydrogen, chloride gsve the 
y0Bvats ifhich would have heen predicted, 
Organoarsenic, "Bntlmonj^ and -toismuth Compouncis 
InvestigafcioBs of th.® action of salts on organoarsenic 
l-SO Fyeidlina, W®sm©yanov, and Kocheshkov, Ber,, 68, 565 
(1938). 
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eompouncls showed^^^ that a 6C^ yield of diphenylarsenio 
chloride could to© obtained ffora treatment of triphenyli'rsenlc 
52 
with arsenic trichloride.. The I'eactlon with thPilllo chloride 
at room t0mp@rnt1.1re ga-re a T' tiavBVj of most of the starting 
material and heating the v^mctlon produe^d both cl©aT9.ge and 
oxidation to yield thalloiis chloride, diphenylthallic chloride, 
snd triphenjlai-senic dichlorlde. 
In studies on the reaction of arsenic d©rl"7fj.tives with 
k4 1 pg 
a.©i»curic chloride ' it wes found that there was no 
•p®©,ction with phenylaysemlc dlehlorlde in neutrsl alcoholic 
solMtion, If thf? solution were toaslc, however, phenylarsenic 
oxide reacted to giv© dlph^nylmercury. 
The ease of clea-rage of arylarsenlc compoiinds with acetyl 
chloride or chloroacetjl chlor-ide accompaniof' h^r aluminum 
12'% 
chloride led Malinovski ^ to suggest the reaction as a means 
of identificatlon based on the ketone forffieri in the cleavage. 
The compounds employed in this particutlsr Investigation were 
phenyl- and £-nitroph€mylarsenic riichloride ^nd triphonylersenlc, 
Ktmdie® on the scission of 10~st;-bstituted-5,10-
dih^fdrophenarsazlnes showed th^-s.t when an alkyl or phenyl group 
3-21 MoTgnn end fining, J. Chefa. Soe., 117. 777 (1920). 
E,ocheshkov and !le.sweysnov, J. Gen« Ghem* (U*ii«S,E,), 4 
1102 (1934) [C*!,, 29, S993~C lISI) jr~ 
Malinovski, ibid,, 5, 1355 (193'-') G,A.. 50, 2188 (1936) ; 
Sci# Records""&orky I'tate Univ., 7, M""il9^) f 
(otit}:  ^  ^
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was th© substltueat in tb.e 10-posltion it W!>s removed, by 
124 
cMoriae' biat 'hydrogen chloride gn-ire diphenyl.!j.mine and tb© 
RAsClg compound^ 
Th© j:£i<?jor portion of the work on cleavage of organoanti-
laonj derivatives Ms InTol-red the us© of various metallic salts. 
A discrepancy arose early on the report©.-' products of the 
reaction of antimony trlcbloride with Uriphenylsntimony. 
1 oa Plphenjlantimonj chloride^*" , phenylantimony dichloride *"' , 
1 pft 
an-rl a mixture of the two were all reported by the different 
investigators. In viemr of this C-ruttner and 'Aiemik^^^ 
investig^-3ted the problem aad four,.fl th-:'-t the reaction actus, Hy 
gave f! mixture so no definite mecbanism could be assigned# 
l®ch tiffl® the laateriB,! was distilleo antimony trichloride was 
former and they attributed, tills to a decomposition of phenyl-
antlraony dichloride to jrield diphenylantiaony chloride and 
Seide and Gorski, Ber., 2186 (1929). 
G-ibson and Johnson, £. Chem. Soc., S618 (1931), 
lichaelis and Reese, Ann.. 233, 39 (1886). 
Hasenbanaer, Ber», 51> 2910 (1898). 
Morgan and lleklethwait, J, Chea, Soc.,, 99, (1911). 
Gruttner and Wiernlk, Ber., 48, 1749 (1915), 
antimony trichloi'id©. found, also, th«t variations of 
the relative iimountg of reo^tantfi ixp to .50/ did not. chang© 
the yi»tlos of the two chlorides formed, 
54 122 lyflsntimoftj dlhs.ll^fS or oxides were fc>md * 
to react with mercuric chloride in neutral solution to j-ivo 
the Hrylmercurlc claloride uiid in b^islc sototion to yield the 
diaryImereury dftrivative, 'The resection of phenylantirnony 
dichloride to give R fuantlt&tive yield of phenylm©rcurio 
182 
ehlorid© "* is in striking contrast to the corresponding 
arsenic coatpotmd, previously mentionf^d, which did not show 
any reliction. 
In oth«r reactions of triphmylantimony vflth metHllic 
"1 o.a 
salts It w,9.s found"^ that cupric chloride prod^mef' phenyl-
antimoi y dichloride while variations in the amount a of mercuric 
ohlordae broirght about the removal of one, t^#o, or all three 
of the phenyl groups. 
One group was removed from triphenylantiaony 1)^ boiling 
'sith. methano!lc hydrogsn. ohloride^*-'^^. The great lability of 
tttg 
the ^-jseetamlnophenyl radical wm demonstrated when tae 
same reagent removed it from trl-£-acetaminophenylantjjnony at 
ice hath teraperatux"'©. 
Studies of the action of sslts on bismuth, derivatives 
were initisted very early when Eumihaupt^®^ foujad that the 
130 sehffiidt. Aim,, 429, 125 (1922). 
Dmnhaupt, Ann., 92, 379 (1854), 
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reaction 'befcw'->en. t^lethyltJlsmtli and tnercn-yic ci^'lorlde produced 
«th7llii«at]a dichlofid© rand ©tlijlmerctxrio chloride, £.5ev©ral 
is£ 
years later Qlllmslater isolatef' benaene, phenylmercurIc 
chloride-, and biffliuth oxycnlorld'- when he tre^^ted triphenyl-
•bisraith with mercuric chloricl®# 
si Q-ocldar-d and Goddard included tri-^-tolyl- and tri-«C-
naphthylbismth in their studies employing thallie chloride. 
Both gaire a compound, of tV-e type and what wag proh*?bly 
the diarylhlsmuth cMoride* 
Ph#nylia©rcuric cVilorlcl® was prodtic©^ in th© re'sction 
133 toetweGn phenylhismuth halides and mercuric chloride and 
it was concluder that fiiphenylm^rcury does not form as it did 
with the derlTatiTP-s of tin. and .lead^^* 
Challenger and Ridgway^^^ found tbat trlarylhlsmuth 
compounds were split by iodine and by the heliriea of phosphor­
us, antiniGny, arsenic, bisiButh, and. mercury, each removing 
one group to for® the monohalide. 
Oilman and Yablunky^^^ reported th© scission of tri-o-
tolybismuth by bismuth trihromlde to form £«tolylbig!nuth 
dlbromide irrespective of f-.'© amounts of th© hilsmuth halide 
used. Chlorine appeared to ^ive nuclear halogenation of 
Oilliaeister, Ber»> 2843 (1897). 
Makarova, J. Gen, Ghcm^ (U.S.S.R.), 7. 143 (1937) fo.A.. 
31, 4290 ( 19;5?T^ » "" ^ 
Challenger «nd Ridgway, J. Ghem. Sqc»« 121, 104 (19k;k;). 
Giliaan and Yablunkyp J.. Am» Chem« Soc,, 63, 807 (1941)» 
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tria€?sltyl'blsatuth but elea-ire-' tri-j^-dlniettiylaminophenyl-
bismuth,, ihis latter oompouad also gave dime thy laniline when 
treated with hydrochloric or glacial acetie aeid.. This agnin 
illmstrstes the lability of the dimethylaminophenyl group. 
iioton • fou,.::d that triarylhismuth compounds gf?ve the 
hydrocarhon snd the Msmuth salt when the triphenyi B,nd 
trl-flC-naphthyl derlTrativee were cleaved by a. series of organic 
acids such as fomic, aoetic, stearic, and lj@n7.oic. His 
studies^®*^ on triphenylbisauth and tetraphenyllead shower' 
that formic aoid is a imch stro^er clesj-vag© agent tha^n acetic 
acid. The results Indies.t©d that a phenyl was ranoved more 
easily from hisrauth ttaan fro© lead and the series was extended 
138 toy experiments *" " that showed that the eorresponding me/-cury 
derlTratives were interiaer-iat© between the two in their e^^ise 
of eleavag©, 
1*^54 Challenger and Ridgwaf reported r difference in 
behavior of triph®nyl'toiaRuth and triphenylantimony in that 
the latter did not show reaction with benzoyl chloride ss did 
the former compoimd. Either acetyl chlorld© or benzoyl chlor­
ide actec on triphenylbisauth to form diph&nylhisiauth chloride 
and the corresponding ketone. ®lth the tri»£~tolyl derivative, 
Koton, J. Gen. Chem. {U.a.ii.R.), 11, 379 (1941) fc. >. 35, 
5870 c1i41t7'* ~~ 
Koton, ibid., 9, 2283 (1939) 34, 5049 (1940^. 
158 Koton, Ibid., 9, 912 (1939) 34, 398 (1940^. 
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how^^vei*, no ketone was isolated from the reaction with acetyl 
chloride* 
Cballmger and co-workers^^®*^^^ hare carried out ©xten-
siire stvidies on th© action of halides such as iodine, iodine 
monoohlorid® and monohromide, and cyanog©n iodide and bromide 
on triphenjl- and tri-oC-naphtiylMsitiuth. The earlier results 
indieated that tMe more negative sitom or group always attaches 
to f'-e bismuth "but later t^iia was shown to be tmcertein. B'or 
©xaraple, iodine and the iodin® eompounds mentioned above gave 
iodohensene but cyanogen bromide and chloride produced 
benzonitrile. The reaction of iodine monochloride with 
diphenyl-29~n®ph,th.ylbismuth produced diphenylbisimith chloride 
141 
and ^-iodonaphthalene * 
Attempts to nitrate triphenyltoissoith in the presence of 
140 
sulfuric acid gave nitrobenzene ' in a vigorous reaction 
even ?it -15®, Fuming nitric acid was even mar© violent and 
biSOTith nitrate and sulfate were produced. 'Nitrations of 
triphenjlbiemuth dinitrate and tri-g-chlorophenylblsrauth were 
accomplished^^®, benzoyl nitrate being employed in the 
latter case# 
Challenger and Allpress, £. Ghent* 3oc«. 107, 16 (1915). 
140 fiikinson and eha.llenger. Ibid,, 125, 854 (19^4). 
Challenger and Allpress, ibid., 119, 913 {1921}. 
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Organog©rn»nlum Coiapoimds 
KTmm and. firgt investigated th« behavior of 
organogermsniiaiB compomds toward halogens and hslogen acids, 
fh&j found that tlieir properties wep® intermediate between 
those of silicon and tin e^nd resembled silicon more closely. 
The gemanluffl-bydrogen link is laucb less stable tban the 
geraaniuia-carbon bond audi the halides may be prepared by the 
action of h&logens or even, the halogen acids on the organoger-
laaniua hydrides* In contra;!st to this, tetr^^ahenylgemanluin 
is difficult to brominate and the rasctioa is re-diiy limitec 
to the remoiral of one group where*?s the corresponding tin 
compound goes to the dfhalide when treated with elthe-'^ '-ialo-
gens or li'ilogen aelds, fhls mm^ variation in reactivity 
was noted when hexaphenyldigerfflane reacted slowly to give 
triphenjlgerraanlim bromide while the reaction with the sa,me 
type compound in the tin E«rl©a prooeecJed instant^ineously. A 
great increase in the ret© of bromine cleavage of tetrf^.phenyl-
germanium wss noted when ethylene bromide was used 9 solvent 
rather than carbon tetrachloride , 
The initial attempts^"^^ to r®iove two phenyl groi:5)s 
from t®traphen,ylgerma-nl\im were unsueeessfiil due to sld© r©Rc-
tions which made Isolation of the product Impossible, That 
142 Xraus and Poeter, J, 4a» Chem, Soc«. 49, 457 (1927), 
Orndorff, fabern, and Oennis, Ibid,, 2512 (1927), 
Ifc was possible to do this \fas shown by Kraus and Brown^^'^ 
when they «aploje€ a more concentrated bromine solution# 
14®5 The work of Sohwapa and, Lewlnsolm ahowe i that the 
D«tolyl radieal was cleaved from gemanltm before ethyl or 
phenyl# In other studles^^® It was found that one m-tolyl 
or o-tolyl group was removes? froa the respect It© t®tra cora-
pounds by th© action of bromine although there was som© 
nuclear halogenatlon in the latter ease, 
145 In other In-restlgatlons bromine in warm carbon 
tetrachloride removed one aryl group from ethyl-d-propyldl-
phenyl-j, ethyltribiphenyl-jt and tetraMphenylgermanium. bauer 
and Bursohkles^'^'^ reported a similar result ^vith tetrabenzyl-
geruianium in ethylene bromide but thdy gave no yield. Attempts 
at duplicating th®ir work prodiieed only a 3*2% yield but a 
sli^tly higher yield, 12»3^i, was obtained using acetic 
148 
anhydride as the eolirent • 
146 Th© first studies on cleavage of arylgermanluai 
deriTati'^es by gat-'Ous.-hydrO'gen bromide showed, that one group 
was r®aoi?©d froa th© tetraphenyl and t®trft-£-tolyl compounds* 
144 BroTO, £• Am* Chem» Soc«, 52, 3690 {1930)» 
Schwarz and Lewinsolm, Ber»« 64^ 2352 (1931)» 
Simons, lagner, and Mtoler, J. Am, Chem# woc., 55, 
3705 (1933). 
Bauer and Burachkies, B®r.«67^ 1041 (1934), 
Simons, £0 to. Chem» Soc«, 57, 1299 (1935). 
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Kxtenslon of fhis work to- a series of .«fjl snd mixed b t j I  
14fi deriirs.ti'res • suppli«?d e'rif3,enc«i th<o r^tes of cleavage, 
p-tolyl > m-toljl > phenyl > benzyl, ^greoc- with the result ob­
tained with t'he other 
The aetion of geymanlma tetraehlorirl© on tetraphenyl-
14 S j/epiaanl'uia in a homh at el^'vated. temper'stiires pfod-ice-"^ 
phenyIgermiiiitian trichlofid® nn<a triplienylgerraaniiiTn chloride. 
KttanitMa t©ti?a"bTOBitrt@ was without effect on triphenylgerraan-
iiim torofflide. 
149 Prior to the work of Omrnls and Patnode no alkyl 
coiftpouna.s of fch© type R^QeK. were toown, Th®y prepare": tri-
aefchylgi^nsantt).® bromide by t?-? combined «ctlon of hydrogen 
bromide and alumiinim troald.© on tetramethylgermanlum. 
In his attempts to prepare diethylgermanium dlhromide. 
Flood' observed thnt the procedure '.'sed for the correspond­
ing phenyl coffipound. produced mixture containing only fjjiall 
amounts of the desire<1 compotmd. An Indirect approach was 
then xmed <ind the material was prepare^' by bromine oleav^ige 
of dl@thyldiphenylgersianitiJ»» Other experiments revealed 
another indirect method of prepare:.tion. The bromine elenv^'ge 
of trlethylgermaniiim fluorld© -proceeced six times as rapidly 
as the chloride which, in turn, had. the same rel--itlon to the 
bromid®* Th® fluoride also had th© advantage th.>:'t there was 
149 fmiiia and patiiode, J, m, Ch8m> Soc., 52, S779 (1930). 
^^lood, iWe, 54, 1663 (1932). 
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iio trace of ©volution of hjcirogon 'bronJid®, iiy conversion of 
the crad# aiixef:. liihalicl© to th® oxide and eubse'nient treatment 
with iiydrobromie acid the desired dietbylgerraan i\im dibromide 
was obtaiiidd very aatisfaotorily» 
Organosilicon Oompounrls 
There has b<©®n. vqt j  lit tie ijriv«Btlgation of cleavages 
as such of organ©silaii®s tout attempted reactions have shown 
fhat th@ oompounds are split toy a variety of reagents. 
151 Kipping aM Lloyd reported that tetraphenylsilane 
was ct#ooBipo8«d slo\fly toy hydrogen chloride in acetic acid 
solution at 130-140*^ to give b«n®©n® and traces of triphonyl-
silanol. At iiigh,«r teatpei'stures the pro<luets w©-e silica 
and hBUZBn&m Tiie aetion of fumljig aulfuric acid produced 
b0ng@n©sulfoolc acid and slllea whil# chlorosulfonlc acid 
gav© recovered tetrapheiiylsllan® in addition to benzen©-
sulforiie acid, 
l'^-2 Laci#nburg •• claimed the pi*eparation of a trisulfonic 
acici derivative of tripiienjlsHanoi b;v use of famin^i sulfuric 
153 
s.ci(l. Kipping and Martin , hmerer, eotild x^ot duplicat© 
tiis ressults and obtalndd only b©ntB©n#disulfonic BCid, some of 
til® mono acia, &nd, at low temperatures, a compound which, did 
1 'SI Ripping and Lloyd, J. Claem* Soc», 7£, 449 < 1901), 
1 *=\S3' 
badenburg, Bev*, 40, .2274 (1907) • 
Kipping &»:i lartim,, J« Ghem^ Soo,, 95, 489 (1909). 
not i'jlve a pure crystalline s^'slt an:''', for wlilcb t'-ey postulated 
the fomula (HOgSGgH^)^Ei0, 
Contimiatlon. of the sulfomtion studies sboweu the greater 
stability of the benzyl group as eompare" to thf? phenyl# 
154 Attempted sulfonation ' " of ®t].jyl-fi-propylpheiiylben?:ylsilRn« 
in th© cold led to the isolation of benzene and the corres­
ponding silanol or disiloxane. Kven he^iting mode^-'at oly 
high tempo pat did not give any toluene and hent.ing at 
lUO® with siilfurio acid produced wh-^-t Kipping •believsfl to he 
the disulfonated disilox&ne. This stability tovinv} ncina is 
155 
apparently not carried over to b^-'sic rengenta for Kipping 
observed that sulfoxated benayl dex^ivatives were clo-nrod by 
alkali. In fact the stability of phenyl compounda toward 
baa© is api^a-'ently greater than, the beri?:^-yl fcr Steel an-i Klp-
n r,r, 
ping**' found that the benJ8yl~silicon link in polymeric sub­
stances is splib er-.sily b,Y % sodilimi lijSpoJcidA solxition while 
potassium aydroxide solution acts slowly in cle^svinfe dlphenyl-
silanediol^'''^. 
Another example of s.ci-' cle»5Vage of or'^-ianosilanes 1p 
X58 found in the work of Ca-^ttner and Cauer on triethyl-jo-
Klppint,;, J. Ghent* boo,, 91, £09 11907). 
apping, ibid,, 478 (1908)# 
Steele and Kipping,. i.bid.« 1431 { 1 9 2 8 ) ,  
Kipping and Murray, ibid,. 1427 (1928), 
1 Q'rattner and Gmmr, Ber., 1288 (191B). 
(oC-by'lroxyothyllphfisnylsilnnf?, wydr©chloric acid, removed tVie 
aiibsfcitnt<?f'' plien:jl group snd thej rpcommende,; this r©'?ction 
as a means of obtaining the trlallcylsllninols. In the snm© 
t- iif^g thfij treated ti>i#thyl"£-triethylsiljlph<?nylsilane v/ith 
toyoialRfS nr.A obtainftd ^-dibrdmobfinsene and trletbylsilyl bromide 
Ottsa and Kipping^have also cfjrfle^i out bromine cleav­
ages &.mt found, that «, phenyl and «? cycloh©xyloxy f.-roup were 
r«movef" from dicyclohexylphenylcyclohexyloxyallane nnd that 
a phenyl and an ethyl group tfere removed from dloyclohexyl©thyl 
phenylsilane in a reaction of two to three minutes duration. 
^•lydrogan bromide the snme results I'litb the former compound 
15S Ladenburg us©n the reaction with bromine to prepare tri~ 
phenylsllyl bromide from tetraphenylsilane. 
Further exatisples «!tileh sho%t selective rf?moval of ax'yl 
T^Q 
grotips by bromine fl;r@ found in the worte of H.enkeser . The 
phenyl group was cleaved from trlmethylphenylsilan© in an 
at tempter? brominstion end th« substituted phenyl was removed 
from trlethyl-5-carboxy-4-BiethoxyphenylsilQne by bromine. 
The •utility of bromine elesvages was illustrated by the 
161 
worlr of Kipping and Cusa who determined t'-.e orientntlon 
and relrstive amount of the isomers obtuirie^J in •• he nitr^^tion 
Cuas and Kipping, J. Chem, Soc., 1040 (1935). 
Benkeser, Doctoral Dissertsition, Iowa State College (1947), 
Kipping and Gusa, J. Chem. Soc., 10S8 (1935). 
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of ©thyltriphenjl-, <31 ethyldlphenyl-, and triethylphenylsll'm© 
bT femoval of the nltrophenyl groups b bromine in water. 
An fttt#npt©C' fcin-hydroehloric acid red'action of triethyl-
1^1 r  
^•ni ft ro phenyl si lane Indicated 90ff cleavage to aniline, 
The authors r'-port tb*:»t the m-nitro compound present in the 
original aaixtur© apparently reduced without cleavage. They 
state that the m-aminophenyl Aerivstive is stahlp to aoids 
and bases. This view Is In accord \fith the findings of Kip­
ping snd Blackbum^®^ who successfully redxiced tetr::*-m-ni':.ro-
phenylsilane, using zinc and hydrochloric scld and the result­
ing compound formed the tttr'ihydrochlorid©. There wis no 
aniline Isolated from t'rdB reduction. Tne stability or the 
nltro compounds toward acids is much greater than the m-nXnes 
but they are much leas stable toward alkali than are the 
amlnes^®^. 
1 Polls prepared triphenylsilanol b-' means of the 
intermediate chloride which he obtain©:! by re-^ctlon of tetr-'.-
p'!'ienylsilg.n<= with phosphorus pent a chloride. He employed 
**strong; heating'* but Kipping and Lloyd^®^ were unable to 
duplicate the results at SSO® in a sealed tube, £ven at 250-
860° there was very little resctloR and most of the tubes 
exploded, at that temperature. 
iCipping and Blackburn, J. Qhem. Soc.. 1085 (1935). 
polls, Ber., 19,, 1012 U886), 
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iHrlson and Kipplng^®'^ att@®pt©d i5'j»l©<3.«l-Grafts Teactiotis 
on soil© silicon derlvatlTOs, using aluuainma chlorid© as th© 
cataljst# Witli dlpheHylsillcon diofelorlc?.©, which was stable 
to hjtlrogetj ehlorid© at 200®, they obtairt©'^ silicon tetra-
ehloride. fhey proposef? the following reactionsj 
AlOl-
(C^lglgSiGlg _? + eeHgSlGlg 
OgHgSlOl, O^jAlOlg + 8iGl4 
This Tiew was confiraied when fchey isolated solid material 
which gave benzene and basic alwainum salts on hydrolysis 
and ac0toph©noii® when treat®r3 with acetyl ehloride* Tetra-
phenylsilane g&ve an 80:1 ji«M of silicon tetrachlorid© in 
thirty ainutes at 50° and ev©n the stable tetrabenzylsllRne 
was cieeoiaposeci to give a larg® amount of silicon tetrachlor­
ide snci no reeo^erea starting material after twelve hours 
In contact with aluminuBi chloride »t rocsa t«np©rsture, 
Iilanulkin^^®*^®® found that iodln© and hydrogen chloride 
Mad about the same ©ff©etlven«0s In cleaving organic deriva­
tives of tin and lead Ixit that mercuric chloride was a stronger 
166 
agent* H« applied this to eilieon coiapouT'ds and obtained 
164 and Kipping, J, Ghem» Soe#» 2774 (1931). 
Manulkln, J. &©»• Ohea., {I},»3,£*R..), 14, 1047 (1944) 
41, l9 Tl?47l5r' 
ianmlkin, jbicU, M, 235 U946) [C,A», 90 (1947)], 
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a 15/4 jleld of ethylmercxirlc chloride from the reaction between 
tetraetbylsilane arid laercurlo chloride at 140-150°, No silicon 
containing material was isolated. Mercuric chloride in boil­
ing etlianol had no effect on #ltb.er tetraethyl- or tetrsphenyl-
sileae# 
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IXFERIMIHTAL 
Organosilicon Compounds 
Triphenyl-jg-anisylsllaiie,-. By the procedure described toy 
Beakeser^®® triph#nyl~£-anisylsllan6, melting at 168-160°, 
was prepared in S3:l' yield. 
Cl@mB.ge of Trlph.enyl-£-anlsjlsilan@»- In initial 
exploratory ©xperirrients th© reaction was carried out in three 
different BOlvents. 
/a/ In.Acetic A.cid»- Hydrogen chloride gas was 
passed into a refluxing solution of 5 g. (0.0136 mole) of the 
sllane in 75 ee, of glacial acetic acid. After fifteen hours 
the reaction mixture warn added cautiously to 20'^ sodlTom car­
bonate solution, Subsefiuent to ether extraction and dr^/ing 
of the extracts over sodium sulfate the ethex' was removes by 
distillation to leave a viscous oil which deposited some 
crystals on standing. The solirl was isolatec" by filtration 
and washed with a small amo^-'mt of 95^ ethanol. It weighed 0.4 g. 
and melted at 125-135°, One crystallisation from petroleum 
ether (b,p,, 60-68®) and two from benzene r^iise^^ tne melting 
poii'it to 218-221®, A mixed melting point with an authentic 
sample of hexaphenyldislloxane wais not depressed. The 
mterial weighed 0,07 g, (1,7%). 
By distillation there was isolateo from the viscous oil 
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0«6 g »  (41^) of material foiling at 98-100^/50 mm. which gave 
167 
the vanillin test for anisole. This was definitely identi-
1AA 
fiecl by the preparation of 2,4-dinitroanisol® , melting 
point anfl mixad melting point 85-87®, 
CbJ In, Chlorofora (Att@mpt«d}Hydrogen chloride 
gfts was passed into a stirred, refluxing solution of 2 g. 
169 (0,0055 mole) of triphenyl-^-anisylsilan© in 100 cc. of dry 
chloroform for nix and one-half hours, , During this time the 
solution became yellow. Ten ce, of "at«?r was then add©'^ at 
a dropwis® rat© and the mixture was stirred for forty-five 
mintttes. The chloroform was separated and removed by distilla­
tion under r©Aie#d pressure. Drying was completed by tPiking 
up th© resulting solid in benzene, shaking the solution with 
calcium chloride, and then removing the benzene by reduced 
pressure distillation,. The solid material melted at 146-154®, 
lecrys'.allization from absolute ethanol gave 1,4 g, of start­
ing -fliaterial, raelting point mid mixed melting point 155-158®, 
fhis reprenents a '70'% recovery, 
€g J  In Benzene (Attempted),- Gaseous hydrogen chlor­
ide was passed into a stirred solution of 1,9 g, (O.OOSi^ mole) 
169 
of triphenyl-£-anisyl8ilane in 30 cc, of dry b^azene, 
It Asahina, Murayama, Shibata, Kariyone, Kuwada, and Asano, 
Acta, Phytochlm, 2, 1 (1924) [C.ft,. 21, 2897 (1927)], 
leldola., Woolcott, and Wray, J. Ghem, Soc.. 6 9 ,  1330 (1896), 
Th® triphenyl-p-anisylsilan© used in the last two cleavage 
reactions was kindly supnlied by H, A. Benkeser 'mc'i melted 
at 156-157®. 
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and. the mixture h©at©d in a water bath at 55° for f i v e  and, 
one-half ho rs# Th®r« was then added BO ec, of water and the 
lalxtur® was stirred for fifteen miniates, fh© separated 
ftqueous layer was ©3ctr«eted with benzene wd the combiner 
b©M©ne solutions were dried oTer aodiiim stilfat© before 
removal of th© solTent bj distillstioa. fh® solid residue 
weighed lmf5 g» and nelted at 150-156^« On© cryatallization 
froii absolttt® ethasiol ga-we 1#4 g,, a 74^' reeof©ry, of starting 
material which showed a melting point and mixed melting point 
of 155-158®# B:.' ooJieentration of the alcoholic solution there 
was obtained another 0«15 g« of erude material which melted 
at 150-15S®. 
friph#».yl-£-thienyl®llan#»- This ecapound was prepared 
X60 in 35^1 yield accordin.g to the procedure of Benkeser . 
•fhe aelting point, after four recrjstallisations from dioxane, 
w&B 195-198®. 
Clea'rage of T rlphenyl-2 -thiemjl si lane* - A solution of 
4,2 g* C0«0132 sole) dt tripheiiyl-8-thienylsilane in 75 cc« 
of refluxing acetic acid was treated with gaseous h^/drogen 
chloride for seven hours# fhe solid which separate-;^ on 
cooling was filtered off. It weighe^'t 0«36 g. and melted at 
21S-222® with some prellaiiiary softening, Eecrystallization 
froffl benasene gave 0,^8 g* of tetraphenylsilane melting at 
224-286®. A ffllxed melting point with an authentic sample 
(m.p., 287,5-228.5®) was ii25-ii27^ . This represents 6.65,%' 
of the weight of the original g. of starting material, 
Th® acetic sold solution was ne\itrali!?ed lay slovsf addition, 
with cooling, to 20% sodiua eartoonat# solution. Subsecuent to 
itlwjr extraction and drying of the extracts over anhyflroiia 
sotii«ffi sulfate the ether wss carefully remcired. A little 
thiophene-free benzene was added, to th® residue rand was 
removed by distillation umisr slightly reduced pressure. 
This benzene distillate was then tested for the presence of 
170 thiophen© by means of the Isatin test . 'ilie test \¥as nega-
tir®, fhe oily solid was taken up in bensene a.nd petroleum 
ether (b.p«, 60-68®) was added, Subseoixent to cooling in an 
Ice bath there was Isolated 0»55 g. of ^ white solid melting 
at 143-148®# k second recrj8talll?;a:tlon rf^lsed the melting 
point to 149-150,,5® and s. mixen. melting point with n ®«mpl@ 
of trlphenylallanol {ra.p,, 149-151*^) was 149-151*^. By evapora­
tion of the mother liouors froia the purification there 'was 
obtained en oily solid which, after two recrystalli^atlons, 
melted at 148,8-149.5°« This wass Identlfiecs ss trlphenyl-
silanol by a mixed melting point and brought the total weight 
to 0,56 g, Cl2»7'^], Further attempts to Isoliote more so.lid 
were fruitless, 
Xn another cleavage of 1,4 g {0,0044 mole) of the sllaae 
in SO oc. of acetic scid the reaction t3.me wass increased, to 
thirteen and one-half hours. Proa the acetic odd inisolubl® 
170 » » Mullllren, "Identification of Pure Organic Compounds, 
¥ol, I¥, John liley and Sons, lew York, 1922,'p. 117, 
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aaterlal and from the oily residue ohtained from the ether 
extraction there was obtained, »ub8®ou«nt to recrystallization 
f3*ora beni2en«, 0»1 g« {1 m2$} of t«traphenylsllan© melting at 
225-228® {melting point and mixed welting point). So other-
products were isolated. 
The tetraphenylsilane isolated in th®ae experimenta 
appeared to toe an intpurltj present in th® starting material. 
The coiftpound msed in th® s®6oM ran was fumish©fi b-^ H. A, 
Benkeser and melted at 800-205^. It was found that mixing a 
llttl© t@traph#i:ig-lsilan0 with th© triphenjl-K-thienylsilan©, 
which melted at 195-198®, ralaeo the melting point of th© 
latter* to 198-201®. 
In an attrmpted hydrog«n ehlorid© eleavag© of triphenyl-
2-thienjlsilsn© in benzen© a cmantitativ® reuovery of th© 
starting material (melting point and mixed melting point) 
was obt».iri©6 after six hours. 
Trlph#nyl-£-dl«i®thyl«!ii;in©ph«nyl8ilan©.- This compoud 
— ' ' " '••• 
was prepared according to th® proc®d«r« of Plunk®tt . It 
was fo'und, however, that dilttt® aceton© is the solvent of 
choice for piurification, and. that this a product of 
0 higher melting point, 144-146 • Th© yield was 25ji« of th© 
theoretical. 
Glemage of Triphenyl-jg-dimethylaminophenylsilane.-
Cleafage was aceoaplish©€i by passag© of dry hydrogen chloride 
Flunkett, Doctoral •nissertation, Iowa Stat© College, 1947. 
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throtagh a refl-axlng solution of 6 g. C0..015S mole) of tn,© 
sllane in 100 cc» of acetic ncid foi» seven and one-half hoars. 
The solution was then dilutee; with tfater and the acid was 
neutralized, lay making it just basic with 20;a sodium carbonate 
solution* St«am distillation was then carrie'-'i out for ten 
Minute 6 and the o let Iliate was extracted with ether» iSiibse-
atiant to drying over anh.jdrcmB potassium carbonate and removal 
of th© ether there was obtained 1.46 g, {76%) of dimetbyl-
anilino which v&.b Ideatifisd. by prepHrstion of the picrate, 
Thla derivative melted at 158-159® aiid a mixefi melting point 
with an authentie sample we a not flepresse-'"'. 
By ether extraotion of the residue from the steam distilla­
tion there wb.b obtained, after dr^^ing and reraoval of the ether, 
a heavy brown oil. This was taken up in petroleum ether 
O.p., 60-68' )• and tJie solution was decanted from th© oil 
which first separateo. Cooling prcaduced some white crystals 
which melted at 138-146®# Kecrystallizatlon from the same 
solvent raised the melting point to 148-149.5*^ after some 
preliminary softening.. There w.as no depression of the nieltlng 
poliit of a sa.mpl@ of triphenylsila.no 1. The met ©rial weighed 
0.1 ^ } • 
That cleavage was not produce?'' by the steaia distill!?tlon 
of tb© basic 30,lution was shown by the f'.i.ct that steam 
clistills.tion of a mixture of 0.5 g. of triphenyl-£-
dimethylamlnophenylsilane and. 100 cc. of lOjt' sodiuas carbonate 
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sol^^fcion .foP a, mintit© period gave a euantitstive recovery 
of the oompoTind welting at 143-145® without Rny puriflc«?-tioji» 
Triph@nyliae8itylsil6.ne Cittfcerapt#!-') •- MesityllithiiiBi 
was prepared from 1.4 g. (0#£ g. atoja) of lithiiira in 35 cc» 
of ©ther, heated to gentle reflux, and 19,9 g, (0.1 mole) of 
broaoaesitylene in 30 ee« of ©ther. After forty-two hours 
of stirring and refluxing, titration showed th© yield to be 
12% of th© theoretical. -
To 11 g. (0.0647 mole) of freshly distille.i silicon tetra­
chloride in 50 ec. of dry ether was added, v--ry slowly and 
with cooling in cold water so there was no reflux, a solution 
of 0#194 ittol© of phenyl It in 145 cc, of ether. Color 
Test wag negative iasnediately. Th© mesitylllthitim (0.72 
mole) was then adder"^ rapidly and th© mixture was stirred and 
refluxM for thirty-nine hoars. Hydrolysis was effected by 
th® addition of 50 ee. of water aifd then 75 cc, of dilute 
(Is3) hydrochloric acid, Th© mixture was workec up in the 
usual manner to give, subsenuent to removHl of the ether, a 
mixture of solid and oil. The oil, possibly some Tneeitylene 
and hromomesitylene, was removed by distillation at 1 BUB, 
pressure, Th® solid recryatslllzed twice from petroleum 
ether (b.p,, 100-120^) to give 8,3 g, (51'^) of trlphenyl®Hanoi 
Gllmai, Zoellner, and Selby, J* Am, Chem. Soc», 54, 
195? (1952), 
Cliliaan and sehulse, ibid,, 47, 200^ (19?:5), 
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melting efe 148«5-150,5®» A mixed meltirxf; point iwith an authen-
tie Bampl© was not depressed. 
Cleavage? of Tyiphi^ny 1 ailanol,- Anhydrous hycirof;en chlorid® 
was passed into a refluxing solution of 5 g. (0,018 mole) of 
triphenylsilanol in 25 cc. of glacial acetic acid. I'h® condenser 
outlet wa.a connect#^ to a trap immersed in a Dry Ice-acetone 
b«tii» During tlie eouree of tb© reaction 10 cc. of acetic 
acid was adci^ci to the mixture. At the end of fifteen hours 
the material In the trap was distill#^ to give 2.3 g, of ben-
o 
zeae which boiled at 80-81 and was identified, as <i,4-d,initro-
toenzeri© (melting point and mixed malting point). This represents 
a cleavage of 82^- of two phenyl groups. Diet illation of the 
acetic acid left a ijuramy residue from which no solid material 
could be igolatef', 
174 Tetra-o-toljldisilan#dlol,- The procedure of Smart 
wfis followed for th© preparation of this compou.n'i, molting at 
156-156.5^, in 5^,5^? yield. 
Cleavage of f©tru-o-tolyldiailnnediol.- Th© cleavage 
of S g. (0.011 mole) of the diol in 35 cc, of acetic -aold 
was carried out in th«! ueoal ciaBiior during fifte«=!n hours, 
Aft^r about thirtj minutes the clear reaction raixture deposited 
a nvhits solid which reaainoa throughout the course of the 
reection and was filter®*-' off at the end. The acetic Rcid 
174 
amart, unpublished studies, Io»a State College. 
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was distilled and left no residii®# Atteirspted nltr<9tion of 
tb« which co-dlathy four hours pefiaxlng of 
acetio nc3.6. solution with 8 cc, of fuming nitric scid gave, 
subse''*uent to pouring the laixtui-e Into wat^r, ether extrac­
tion, drying, and removal of the ether, 1 g, of n yellow liquid 
which partially aolidifiecU Attenpte i purification gnve a 
very small amount of yellow solid wnich meltec'. at 210-230®. 
This CO-Aid conceivably be crude £-nitrobenssoic -cid which, 
pure, melts at 242®. 
The raaterial in the trap was added to 20% sodium carbon­
ate solution and, Bubseauent to extraction, drying, and 
remotral of the ether, there ffas ototadne?:'-' 1.7 g. of liouicS of 
rather indefinite boiling point which was Identified as 
toluene by conversion to 2,4-dinitrotoluene» 'i'he derivative 
lacslt©''- at and did not depress the'melting point of an 
authentic samDle iffeich .melted at 69.5-71®, This represents 
a 43% ^ield of toluene bssed on the removal of f?ll four of 
the group -s. 
The white solid which had been filtered from the ro«^ctlon 
Bii.x.ture did, not sselt, showe.-J only a. very 3l:lj.;^ib ••l.arkoning when 
heatecj, nnd was Imciedia.tely dissolved by hydrofluoric acid. 
It weighed 1,3 g, .and was thus a niiantitative yield of silica. 
hiQthyldiphenylai1ane»- To 15.7 g, (0,1 mole) of 
17*^ diethyldichlorosilane in 50 cc. of dr^/ ether was added 
puroh-qged from the Pow-Gorning Oorp., Midland, M.ichigan* 
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0,21 raole or phenjllithlttm in 185 cc, of ether. After four 
hours yefl!5xiiig th,® reacstioa was hjdrolyzed by the addition, 
with cooling, of watep anvl was worked up in the usual manner 
to fdva 18»1 g, (75jt») of product distilling at lOl-lQS''/ 
0.5-0,4 BW.| a|0 1,5605} a|® 0.9855; cjilcd, 7 9 , 2 8 ;  
and, found 78»92« I'hls coapound had been prepared pravious-
1 77 ly b.:.' cii sproportiomition of triethjlphenylsilan© snd by 
tlie reset ion of «tiijXaagn®si^.iffi bromide with dipiienyldiiohloro-
161 
silan© but no constants other than boiling points of 
305-315^ an-i 295»298®» respeetively, were given# 
Cleavage of Digthjldipli-eiay 1 sllane»" Gaseous hydrogen 
ehloride was passeu into a refluxing solution of 10 g, 
(©•041 MOle) cf "liethjWiph^nylsilan® in 50 cc. of acetic ncid 
for fifteen hours, 4t the end of thnt time the material which 
had coll®0ted in th© Dry loe-aceton© trap was distilled to 
o 
yield 4»4 g, of b«nz,en© boiling st 80-92 , 'This repreEsnts 
ft 68$ removal of both phenyl ri;roiAps present in th© original 
molecule. Th$ benssene was identifien as m-dinitroberir.ene 
Cmelting point and mixed melting point). 
Attempted fractionation of th© Aiethyldichlorosilane 
to 8<&parat© it from th# acetic acid was not successful. 
igthyltyiphenylallane.- The phenyllithiuiB obtained from 
See Sauar., J. Am. Gheii. Soo.. 68, 954 (1946) for the 
iraluf?0 us©c}""in ealeuTating th®s@ molecular refractions. 
Friedel and jMdenhurg, Ann., 159, 259 (1871). 
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52 g, (0»35 mole) of hTonohmmzen^ In 150 cc» of dry ether-
and 4.2 g, {0«66 g» atora) of llthliaa in 100 cc, of dry ether 
was add^n at » aodsrate dropwis© rat© to 13 g. {0.085 rool©) 
178 
of ©thyltrlchlorosilane in 50 cc. of dry ©th«r« The 
mixture was refluxed for four hours and was then worked up 
in the Usual maiaier. R.^inova.l of the ether toy distillation 
left an oil which crystallized readily on standing. On© 
erygtalligation from 95fl ethajaol gave 16.5 g. (68^) of pur© 
n 179 proAict melting at 74»S-76.& « Marsd@n an-'' Klpoing 
prepared th© coapou.f:4 in almost quantitative yield from tri-
phenylsilyl chloride and ethylmagn«sium browid© and report a 
o 152 
»eltlng point of 76 • Ladentourg gives 72-74 as the 
melting point of the product obtained from the chloride and 
di©thyl?;lnc but he reports no yield. 
Cleavage of Bthy11riphenylsilane«- fh© cleavage was 
carried out by pmssing anhydrous hydrogen chloride into a 
refluxlng solution of 8 g» (0.0278 mole) of the silan© in 
40 cc. of acetic aeid for fifteen hours. The material which 
was collected in the trap, partially acetic acid, was refluxed 
for six hours with 5 ce. of faming nitric acid. The mixture 
was poured into water and extrscter] with ether. The combined 
extracts were dried over sodium sulfate and the solvent was 
removed by distillation to leave 1.5 g. of nitrobenzene, a 
furchasef^ from the Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y. 
Msraden and. Kipping, J. Chem. Soc. > 95, 198 (1908). 
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sample of which wss eoiwefted t.o ffi-dlnitrob€nr.en«5, melting 
point an.'l mixed melting point 88-89®# This represents 0«95 g» 
of benzene and indlcsteg cl@«TS'ge of at least 14«5^;r. of all 
three phenyl gronpa or 44^ base4 on removal of one group. 
THe reaction mixtiir© wsb neutralized by cftutious addition 
to a SO,"" goditJii carbonate solution and the mixture WRB worked 
up in the usijftl m&xinev» Removal of the ether left an oil 
which ws.s. taken up in 95fl ethanol. After long standing some 
oily crystals wer« deposited. fh#y were flltere''^ and washed 
v/ith petroleum ether (h.p..28-58®) anri cryst-si.llif.ef-' from 95;^ 
ethanol to glir© 0.09 g »  Cl,13|&) of recovered starting material 
with a melting point of 75-76.5'^. A mixed melting point with 
the origin®! compound was not depressed. .This small recovery 
does not chanf/e the axaomt of cleavage to v-ny significant 
extent from the values mentioned above. 
f ribenzylsllano 1.» The . ailanol was prepar©''^ in essential 
180 
aceorrl.snce with the prooedure of Dilthey employing the 
reaction of silicon tetraohlortde with excess benz.ylmag?iiesium 
181 
clilot'ide follow#?^ by hydrolysis.. Inste'-^d of the several 
dnys st indiB.g prior to refluKing deseribed by Dilthey, however, 
th#? mixture was stirro-J for foi.ir hours, refluxed for eighteen 
hours, 9.nd finally witb.o-ut beating for sn additloml 
o two hours, fhe yield of product, melting at 101-103.5 was 
S®l. The yield is not given in the literature. 
Dilthey, SEL*» (1905). 
Oilman, goelln«r md Dickey, J. Am. Ghem. Soe., 51, 1576 
(1929). 
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Trlbenaylsilyl aiilorlde,« fhe procedm*e of ^urtln and 
182 Kipping " was followed to give b  91.5;® yield of the enloridf", 
with, a melting point of 158-140®, by treatment of the silenol 
with acetyl ciiloricle* 
Trit)engyl-2->anisylsil^me, - ^-Anisylllthiui/®® w«s 
prepared from Si»12 g, C0«3 g. atom) of llthiiam in 92 cc. of 
dry ©tiler snd 24»8 g» (0«13 laol©) of jgi-bromoanisole in 120 cc. 
of dry ether. The solution was filtered thrcaigh cotton and 
was acid«d Rt a, rap lei dropwls# rate to 27«5 g, (0«82 njolej of 
tribenisylsilyl chlsrld# in 150 cc« of ©.uhydrous ether. I'he 
stirred mixture was rc-fli»r.tc;t oT#rnlght and was then hydroly«ed 
witli a-ater, fbe organic laytr was separated; the aaueous 
layw was ©xtraeted witli f?therj and, th« eombined ethereal 
sol-utions were dried ov r aodim sulfate:', Aft®r removal of 
the ether by distillation an oil remained which crystallised 
when y ffliall aaoimt of «th©r and 95$ .©thanol was added. On« 
crysta lliaa.tion froin'95jfe ethanol gave 21,5 g., (66^) of product 
o 
which laslted at 83-85 • Another cryst^illlzation ;iid not 
iaproT© the m»lting point* 
4nal» Galcd, for CgglggOSls Si, 6.84, Founds 5i, 7.19. 
In a pre'Fious attempt to prep&ra this compound, 0.63 mole 
of ben^ylaagneslttii chlorld© ia 715 cc. of anhydrous ether was 
T82 
iartin snci Kipping, Oh^to. Soc., 9"-^ 302 (1909). 
'' Edward, Un|w:iblisb.®c' studies, Iowa Stat© College. 
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added, slowly and with cooling, to 0.21 raole- of freshly dis­
tilled silicon tetrachloride in ®thep. Color Test I was 
negative aft®!* stirring oTeraign/b and excess ^-anisyllithium 
was th€;n addeii. Subsequent to three hours reflux the tnixture 
was hydrolyz©d with a solution of ammonium chloride and then 
50 cc, of 'n;;rclrocnloric ' cid diluted 1;2. The residui® from 
steam distill-'ition of the isaterial ohtf^ine^:® from the ethereal 
extr^jcts, purlfief; from petroleiuw other (b.p., 100-180^) and 
a petroleum ether' Cb.p,, 60-68^) and benzene mixture, gave 
12 g# of materiel aelting at 100-10S«5® nnd 10 g» \¥hich melted 
at 10^-103°» This was a total -yield of 22 g, (36)«^)of what 
was proved to be tribesKylallanol by analjr-ls and later by 
fflixec laelting point# An analytical sample from dilute ethanol 
melted at 103-103.5®, 
Anal* Calcci. for Si, 8«83. Fomds J>i, 8,.80, 
Gleawpe of Tribeniyl-^-aniBylsilane.- The clea-rrB-ge of 
8 g» (0.0195 mole) of trlbensyl-^-anisjlsilane in 40 cc. of 
glacial acetic scid was carried out in the usual manner. After 
fifteen hoiirs the solution wais cooler^ and 3.2 g. of a colorless 
solid was filtered off. This materisl reelted at 131-134° 
and w.«i.s evidently slightly impure triben?,ylslljl chloride. 
It was placec in 20 ec. of wator and was a.lloiffeo to st-.nd over­
night to give 2,9 g» of tri benzyls Hanoi which raelte.i at 
101.5-10;5»5®, The mixed melting point with sn authentic sample 
was not d#pr©ssed. 
-6P» 
I'll© acid solution wss added to about 50 cc« of 
water and was steam aistill©-? to remove the anisole. 'fh© 
residue in the fl'':.sk deposited crystals and they were filteredi 
off erystallize.; froa a chloroform-petroleum ether (h,p,, 
60-63®} mixture. There was obtained 2 g, of the sHanoi with 
"* o 
a melting point,of lOS-104 • fhere was no depression of the 
melting point of an authentic sample. ITius, the tot 1 sHanoi 
isolated was 4#9 g. (79jS)« 
The steaBi distillate was extracted with ©ther and the 
eoBibinea extracts were wsahed with dilute sodium carhona.te 
solution and dried over sodium sulfate before removing the 
©t-:er hy distillation,. Distillation of the residue gave 
1»8 g* (84^i) of anisole which was identifie?^ as the £,4-
.'iiiiitro derivativ©, melting point an*! mixed melting point 
?nO 
•v..' f *• KJ • 
Tri-n-hutylpheajlsiIan®»^ To 52 g. (O.feo mole) of 
redistilled ethyl silicate in 100 cc, of ether was nrided, nt 
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a rate to promote gentle reflux, 0.75 mole of n-hutjllithium 
in 600 cc» of ether. After stirring for on© ano one-half hours, 
Golor 'rest " wae- still pogitiv© so the mixture was re-
fluxed for two and. one-h©.lf hours. At the and of this time 
the test wi.s n®g«itlve and there nas added 0»27 saole of 
( a )  T h e  t i t r e  o f  t h e  s o l u t i o n  w a s  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  t h e  d o u b l e  
titration procedure of Oilman and Haubein, £. Chem« 
Soc«, 66, 1515 (1944). (b) For an i«proved""proc©dure for 
"^He preimratton of n-butyllithium see Oilman and 
St^.ictoriaeh, ibid., 65, 1461 (1943), 
plienjllithium In 185 cc# of ettior. Riibset^uent to one and 
on,e-laalf hours of refluscing '-m.d stirriag the mixture was cooled 
in an Ice bsstb and hydrolysla was p'Tfe-oteT' by the addition of 
cSllute lijdrocHloric ^^eid, xhe lajers we-r-e separ^Jted and th© 
arjueous layer was extipftct©«3 with ether# After dr^flrig over 
calcium Ghlorld® and removal of the ©ther* by di still-it Ion 
there was obtaiiien 53 g, of material bolliiig at 118-140®/ 
1-5 mm. •Refractionation g,m-& 45 g, (622-) of product with a 
boillaf,:: point of 116-11SV0*» aw»| n|® 1.4891; 0.0719; 
cslcd. 91.75? and, found 91.65, iJ 
Anal* Cslcd* for SI, 10*18, Foimdj .c-i, 1C)«19# 
That there is some difficttltj involveri in this preparation 
was shown in two later runs. In one the only product isolated 
was tetre~ii-butylsil In 75% 'jiold, and in the ot.h©r th© 
£0 jield of trl-n-hu..tylph#nyl8ll-f?n.© 1.4900, wag only 26"> 
in spite of the fact 'that the condition® Iti each run were 
apparently the same as those describe-;! above. 
lit ration of Tri-n-hutylphmijlsilane (Atterapted) • - 'fo 
a stirre1 mixture of 6.1 g, (0.02S mole) of tri-n-butylphenyl-
sllane and 55 cc. of acetic anhydride, cooled to 0*^®, was 
add^f"^, ---t R ;;3.ropwls@ p-^t-e,, 2.6 g. (0.044 mole) of fuming nitric 
aclo., ntirring ?/rs th©n continued &t th# satae temperature 
for flT-e hour® and then for one and one-half ho^irs after removal 
of the ice bath. The mixture was then poured over ice and 
•was wsde basic with awmonium 'hydroxld©. After ether extraction. 
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oj* til© ®xtp»ots ovoT so?3ium sulfate, and Tanoml of 
the solirent "b^ 'ilstIllation tr\€re was obtaiiie<? S.l'j g, (50;^) 
o / 20 
of pure starting* materigl boiling at 111-114 /0.38 lais.; 
1»4896» 'AWO othtsj.-' fpgntlons, 0,5 g, which boilcn st about 
150®/0,4 m. and a like maoxmt, of indGteiroinnt© boiling 
point at th^.t pressur®, sliov.'@d 1.4940 p.nd 1,4950 reppectl-re-
ly and tbiia appeare^'^ to represent 16% of i{S::^ur6 starting mater­
ial, A tiny arao'unt of solid was ncte-:' in the condenser but 
eoxAld not be identified. 
Another run of the seme size was mad© but 90 cc. of acetic 
anhydride wa« used to give complete solution of the compound, 
"No cooling wsg eiiiplojred fjad t'le reaction mixtui'© wns stirred 
for five hours at room temperature, Yfhen the reaction was 
work:©':.] up in the manner described above there was obt--ined 
5.5 g. (58%) of starting material boiling at 105"108°/0,3 nan,j 
1,4900» There was a greater proportion, of solid in the 
condenser hut it was v e r j  oily and it linuefied. The -.raount 
was such that it co'ild not be i.5entl fie J but it could con­
ceivably be m>»dinitroben«<me resulting fro;a cleavage of the 
starting iiafeerial, 
Cbloromethjlatlon of Tri~n-butylphenylsilaxie (Attempted).-
To a stirred solution of 5 g* (0,018 mole) of the d. Ifrris and 
1.6 g, (0.018 ffiole on the basis of 90% purity) of ©hloromethyl 
1 ftfi Kietbyl ®ther ®®-^hon tetrachloride was 
3-Q5 Fuaon and MGjC€?ev»r, ^Organic Reactions," Vol. I, John 
•*>iley m& Sons, ifew York, H• Y•, 1942, p. 68, 
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added, at g dropwise rpte with th# t®sper.'5ture at to -10°, 
11»3 g, (0»044 »'n,ole) of anJiydroiis stannic cnlorlde, Thla adfll-
fcio:;^ TBnui.T&l thirty »TI(J stirring of the cooled BOIU-
tion was ooritiniif^d fot^ one hour. TXirinfy this time It became 
slightl^f yellow. The mixture was then poiir»4 onto ice nnd 
the aqueous layer was ?»%tr*?,ot#d with oa''bon tetrachloride. 
cirying ovw calciure chlot-id® the aolvont was rerioirod 
and d.istlllcttion gwe 3,6 g. (72^) of starting material boiling 
at 102®/0,25 with a slightly high index of refractionj 
1.4980. 
Another nm was car^le'i out in exactly th«» same msnrj«»r 
except that stirring was continued for two and one-hn.lf hours. 
Th^re wns recov^re'"' 4,,4 g, (SSfO of st<?rting ?nat«? •ifsl which 
boiled at 103Vo«^  I n|® 1.4912. 
Cleavage of Tri-n-butylphenjlsilan®.- A refluxing 
solxition of 10 g, (0,0S6S inol#) of trl-n-butylphenylsilen© in 
50 ec,- of glacial acetic acid, was treated with, anhydrous 
hydrogen ehlori!Se for fifteen hovrs. On cool3,r.g a second 
layer f/hich was present was s^parRterl pnd taken up in ether. 
After washing with water the ether®al solution was? drle?^ oT©r 
sodium eulfate. The «ther waiB then rf»mov©d by Alf»tlll«tion 
t-'-ere was ohtalMd 0.7 g# of raaterisl which, bollf^r^ at 
B7-89®/0.35 a®.* 1.4449; and 2 g. ^ hleh diatille^' Rt 
143® at that pr<esst?rej np,® 1.4470. 
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The acetic acid was ad.ded slowly to 50 g. oi' sodi'tun 
earbonate in 150 cc» of wsitei' and the oil which separate"' wos 
taken up in ©ther. After dyying and p®moiral of the ether the 
residual lirmid was distilled to give 2,2 g, of material 
which boiled at 85^/0^3 l,4442j and 0,7 g, distilling 
at about 135®/0»3 rara. j 1«4475« All of the latter substance 
distilled before a definite boiling point could be determined.. 
The two low boiling fractions were coiabineo and the den­
sity was found to b© d|^ 0#8493} oalcd, for trl-n-
butylsilanol 67.93; and, ME|j fowid 67,68# 
Anal, Calcd, for C3_2HgQOSi} Si, 12,96. Poundt Si, 13,1£. 
Th© combined higher boiling fractions had a density of 
df® 0,8400} csled, for hexa-n-butyldlsiloxane 
1S2.06J and, MKj^ found 131.73. 
Anal, Calcd, for Cg4H540Sl2i Si, 13,SS, FoxmdJ Ki, 13,32, 
The combined yi@M of the sllanol and th© disiloxane 
represents a cleavage of 72% of the original starting material. 
In another run of the same size the condenser outlet 
was connected to a trap iiamersed in a moderately cold Dry Ice-
aeetone trap, car# being taken that the trap did not close by 
freezing, After eleven hours the mater-lal which h-d collected 
in the trap was distilled to give 1,9 g, (68%) of benzene 
boiling at 79-81°, The benzene was iaentlfied as m-ainitro-
benaene, melting point an-1 mix t melting point 86-88°, Th© 
reaction was continued for "inother four horn's to gi'^'e the same 
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total time as in the pr'-vious run but no more benzeiie 
ontoiied 'luring tb'-?t t.ipio, l:b.@ acetic ft,cid was rieutraiiaed 
by pouring tho resictioii inixt,:,.re cautlouaiy into a i^O/, solution 
of so'.linra cartooiinte* Gubse^•uent to efcUer oxtraotion, arying 
the f-xtr-xfts over £;ulfv:to, obo, reinov^il of the ether 
by olstiliation tee-e wae cbtaiiie;. 2 g. (L4>i oj: trl-ii.-
o , po butylsilanol boiling f-t $l»83 /0,46 mm.; 1.44G0; and 
-'•3 g, (71;i.i of bexa-n-butyldiailoxane whicii dlstille..: at 
136».i:'aVo.» ais.J 1.4470. 
-Iri-n-butylsily'i Clilorid©,- Tlila compouni was prepared 
aocor^-'in.g to tn<i procedure of ""hiti&ora £;nd oo-^orkera for 
the s^'ntriesis of trlethylsilyl chlerld«». rf^-oort^d tvve 
p r f ? p a T ' " t l o i i  o s *  t h e  t v l ' - n - ^ h n t j l  e o « t p o u . - ^ r j  o u t i  g - . t v 0  n o  
or coaatants, 
"o 0,248 mole of n-butylmagneslam bromide in -.5 cc. of 
0tlier, cooled in cold ws-ter, ms added, during ten minatoe, 
16,4 g. f0.079 fflole) of ethyl silicate, Tha mixture was 
stir-rtid for fcvfo hours at room tesnpera tare and tiie etiier was 
to©n re:hOv&':i hy distillation. Tli© residue waa heated for 
twelire h0'-0r& ia a tolling water biitft. The etiier was returned 
to the- hard cske ano hydrolysis was effecte,: by tn© a-jditioa, 
with coolt^s, of dilute (SilO) hydrochloric aciu. wubseaueat 
to iieparation and one extraction of the aqueous layer the 
etiier was distiller' and the re-gidu® was addea to 25 cc, of 
186 Diulorgio, Stroriii^, Sommer, and ishitmore, »J. Gnem. 
Soe., 68, 1380 (1946). ~ 
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cold oonoantrated sulfuric acid, To this cooled mixture was 
adci«=>cl, in small portions, 15 g# (0.286 mole) of ammonium 
ohlofici©, ktt@T stirring for three hotirs tlx© upper layer 
was separated and fraGtionB.ted to giv© 9.5 g. (51;^.) of color-
20 
less lltmici whieh boiled at 142-144 /29 mm,| Jip 1.4480; 
0.8788; calcd, 71.68j and, found 71,44. 
ARal. Galea, for Cj^glg^SiCls 01, 15,12. Poimds CI, 15.23. 
Tri-n-butjlsilanol.- The procedure followed was in 
^ - ^g,J, 
essential accorcMrss® witb t'^at of Ladenburg for the prepara­
tion of trlethylsilanol. 
To a Tigoroualj stirred solution of 5 cc. of concentrated 
armonium hydroxide in SO cc« of distilled watar was slowly 
8dd©c' 5 g, (0.0128 mole) of tri-n-butylsilyl chloride. Cloudy 
vapors indicated r#setion and after stirring for one horir 
the mixtiir© was extracted filth ethsr. The extracts were washed 
with 10 ec» portions of dilute (IsSO) ananonium hydroxid© 
Ui'stil the washings gave no ohlorid© test, Subsenuent to two 
washings with small portions of water and drying the ethereal 
solution over sodium sulfate, the ether was removed by distilla­
tion. I'he residual liawid gave 1.5 g, (SSjij of product which 
boiled at 99-99.5^ /1 ®ro*f 1.4470; d|^ 0.8605; 
calcd. 67.9.'5} and, MR^ found 67.86. This TOlue of the molecalar 
refraction is in closer agreement with the theoretic-il than 
Laxienburg, Ann., 164, 300 (1872). 
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wa@ that ofetalned with th© material from th© cleaTrage hut 
both ar© Within aeetptahl© limits. 
hn&l* Calsd. for' GigKggOSii 81, 12,96, Fotmds Si, 13.12, 
Attempt® at direct preparatioji of th© silanol wer© tm-
smceessfml. In on® rm. 0*201 aol« of n-trntjllithitaia in 165 
cc* of ©ther was added slowly to 11»26 g, (0,067 mole) of 
freshly distilled silicoisa tetraehlorld© in 50 cc., of dr-f 
ether# After forty flT® minmtes reflusting the mixture was 
hydroljrgsed hj th© addition of 50 oc« of water and after 
extract ion and drying the ®th®r was raiaofed to give, upon 
dlstillation, 8.5 g«. of material which boiled at 89-91®/0«5 mm. 
B®aistillation ji«ia.«d. 6.8 g. with a hoiling point of 100-110®/ 
1, 5  aim,i 1.44591 df® 0.8065; caled, 67.93; and, 
4  ^  
M8|5 found 71,4.2# It was found that closer agreement existed 
with fchs -value for t@tra-«n-.l3utjlsilan®^®®j calcd, 
85#49| and, MR^ found 84,78} and this Indicates th© formation 
of that eoatpound in 4C^ f-ield. 
Anal., Oal©d, for Sj^gHg^Si? Si, 10,95. Foundi Si, 10,98, 
In another 0,0682 mol® run the addition was carried out 
©iron aor® slowly and with eooling in an ic® bath so there was 
never m.j refluxing. After two distillations th#r© was obtain­
ed 4.5 g. of ft?afcr?x«ial which hollec) at 74-»76°/Q»^ 1.4467; 
d|® 0,8273, This eould eoneeivably to© a mixture of 
Oilman and Clark, £, Ohem, Soc,, 967 (1947), 
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trl-n-butyls Hanoi and te tra-ii-butyl s lis. ne# 
Hex;a-n~butyldisilo3tan.€!.»- In procedure patterned after 
the ffiothod of fhitmor© and co-workers ' , a mixture of 2 g, 
C0.014 mole) of trl-n-toutylsilaaol an-l 1.76 g, (0,007 mole) 
of Iodine was heated, to 150® in an oil bath» During this time 
some water collected on. the condenser* The bath was cooled 
to 110-120® and wss kept there for the remainder of the forty-
five minute® reaction time, Th,@ mixture was taken up in 
ether and was shaken with 10^ sodium sulfite solution 'ontil 
the iodin® color was remoTed, The aqueoua layer was extracted 
once with ether and the eoahlned ethereal solutions were dried 
over sodium sulfste. After distillation of the ether, 2,2 g, 
(74)1) of the disiloxan© was obtained, distilling at 138-140®/ 
0.75 am. I n|® l.*4470| d|® O.S372| calod, 132.06? 
and, iRjj found 132,34. 
Anal.. Caled. for ^24®54®®^2* 13.5S. Fouadj Si, 13.75. 
• Sweral other methods were inTeatigated in attempts to 
prepare the dieiloxane. In one, 2,95 g. (0,0137 mole) of 
tri-n-hiitylsilanol was treated with an eotilmolecular amount 
of fflethylllthitia in ethereal solution and was thm refluxed 
for twelire hours with 3.2 g# (0,0137 mole) of tri-n-butylsilyl 
ohlorid© in ether, A small amount Of white solid wns filtered 
off and the ether was distilled to leave a mixture of solid 
Sommer, fietmsaa, and Whitmore, J, f m ,  Chem, Soc,, 68 
8282 (1946). 
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aad Itfniid, .Distillation of the liqtiid gave 3 g, which boiled 
at 100-105^/1 BHB« ftiid contained chlorine* After stirring for 
fiv© hotirs with 16 cc» of 20j?' potassiuia hydroxide solution 
there was obtained. 2 g« o,f odorless liquid boiling "'t 141°/ 
0»7 am,} 1*4468. 
Addition of water to the solid which remained !?>fter the 
distillation of the original reaction mixture produced two 
liquid layers* Aft@r extraction and drying, distillation 
gave 1,7 g, of colorless liquid wv.!ich boiled at 140°/0,7 nen*; 
n|° 1.4467. 
These two samples were ytndoubtedly the sou^jht after 
cilsiloxa,ne in yields of 71 and 60;!, respectively, bftaed on 
the ohlorid# and silanol originally used. Due, however, to 
their rather uneer'tala origin they wer© not consideret' authen­
tic speci?'i$ns. 
An attempted dehydration of the silanol, using 70% sul-
IQQ 
furic acid*" ,gave matsrlal of lnd©finit@ boiling point 
above 140®/0»35 mm* 
Stirring s mixture of tri«n»butjlsilyl cnloride with 
excess potassiuia hydroxide in 10 and 20;.;- aqueous solutions, 
187,190' 
produced only the silanol in yields of 85)4 and 61Ji 
respectively# 
fri-n-butylethoxysllane*- A mixture of 4 g* (0,017 moleJ 
of tri-n-btttflsilyl chlorid®, 17 cc, of absolute ©thanol, and 
1^0 Sauer, J. Am* Cheia* Soc*, 66, 1707 {1944). 
3»4 g.* (0*043 mole) of pyridin® was rpfluxed, with stirring, 
190,191 
for seven and one-balf hours • fhe precipitate which 
separoted upon addition of som© anhydrous ether wns filtered 
off and t'te solvents w«re removed by distillation. The 
product was distilled to give 2,8 g. (67#5/6) hoillng at 
85Vo»8 »«•»* 1.4350J ii|^ 1.4340j d|° 0,8257; 0.8220.; 
111^^176 eal0d» 77»05| and, MMjj found 77,40. Redistillation 
at 238® at atmosphdrie pressure did not change the constants, 
Aaal> Galcd. for Oj^^l%gOSis Si, 11,48, Founds Si, 11,72. 
This result, coupled with th© preparation of tetra-n-
188 butylsilan® hy Gilman and Clark gives final verification 
ITB 
of iiauer* 8 ' claim that th© molecular refraction indicated 
that the supposed tetra-n-hutylsilane rcoorter? by i'ost and 
192 hofriehter was actually trl-ii«butylethoxysil'.n©. 
T ft Q 
Triisethjlpheny 1 sllane,* fhe procedur® of B©nkeser 
was follo'rted to give a 65% yield of material which boiled at 
168-169® wh@n fractionated using a coluiim packed with glass 
helie®s» 
Cleavage of f rim® thylpheny 1 si lane, -* Dry hydrogen chlor­
ide gas was passed through a refluxing solution of 10 g, 
(0,0665 Hole) of triaiethylpfeenylsilane in 50 m-.* of glacial 
acetic acid, Th© condenser outlet was connected to a tr^^p 
Gilman and Clark, £. Am. Chem, Soo., 69, 1499 (1947), 
post and llofrichter, J, Org, Chem,, 5, 57ii (1940). 
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IfflBiersed in a moderately coid Dry Ie®-ac«tone bath, the trap, 
in tur'ii, toeing protected wifcli a calclian oblorld© tube. At 
the emi of six hours tbe matei'lJ!.! which had collectef." in the 
trap was distilled to giv® 5 g» {70%) of trimethylsilyl chlor­
ide boiling at 60-63® and 3 g» (60^,) of erude benzene which 
boiled at 71-82®, Th© 'benzene was idsntifi©'-'' by conversion 
to m-dinitro'beiizen® which raelted at 88-89® and showec' no 
d®pre;ssion t.;f melting point when mixed with an authentic 
sample.. 
Identification of the trimethylsilyl chloride produced 
ia the reaction was accomplished by conversion to trimethyl-
160,193 li-fluorylsilane • 
Fro® th« 5 g« of the- cliloride there was obti3.ined 4 , 2  g, 
(38%) of the derivat!•© which moltec at 95-97°• The mixed 
melting point with, an authentie sample was not depressed,# 
'rrimethylbenzylsilane# - Benaylaagnesliasi cliloride was 
prepared from 31.,6 g.» (0,25 mole) of benz-yl criloride in 30 cc. 
of ©thsr and 6»3 g. (0,26 g, atom) of ma£;ne8i\im in 50 cc, of 
ether. Most of the ether was removed by dist Hint Ion so that 
a thick syrup remained. To this was then added 16,2 g, 
(0*15 mole) of trimethylsilyl cnloride# The mixture was stirred 
for hours and then, without stirring, was heated for thirty-
six hours in an oil bath at 73®, After the §|idition of 50 oc. 
The author is grateful to II, A, Bankeaer for the sugges­
tion of this derivative and for supplying an authentic 
sample of the compound. 
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of dry ether stirring and i»f»flnxing 1^8-8 carried out foj? a«ven 
hours. Subsequent to hydrolysis by an ammoniiiia c>!loride solu­
tion, separation of t.be layers, extraction ?)ith and 
di^fing the eoablneS ®th©i»©al solutions oirer sodlura sulfate, 
the-j ether was ri-fsoretl by distillation. There wa.s then obtained 
lf?»2 g* { 7 4 % )  of triiaethylhonisylsllftne boiling at 93®/36 tnm.; 
on 194 1.4916. Bygden , ernploying henssyltrichlorosil'-sne and 
ffleth^fliaajjn^^siuw hTOmid#, gitres n boiling point of 191.2-191.4^/ 
760 miti. and n|° 1*4909.. 
Cleavage of T r Ime thylb#,ngyl si la ne (Attempte^i).- Hydrogen 
chlorld® gas was passed thvfy-fh n rafluxing solution of 9 g. 
.(0.0548 rnole) of trlm.®thylb©n25jlsllane in 50 cc. of noetic 
'-•jcid for fifteen hours. The o rfclet of the condenser was 
attached to a trap iaaaersed in s Tyrj Ic®-acetone tr"p. 
Throiichout the course of the, reaction tests for the evolution 
of a combustible gas vtere n©g*itlve.. I'he matori'il which 
collect®--"' in tho trap was distilled e.nd provea to be acetic 
acid, boilin,g at 115-118®. fhe acetic acid war removed frc«a 
the reaction mixture mid- there was then obtained 6 g. of mater­
ial which boiled st 9S®/35 iam,| nf® 1,4890, Since this value 
was low the material was cofflblne<l with the forerun and then 
\fa® addec* to a 20* sodium carbonate solution. Ether extraction 
\t&s follower -by drjing the ethereal solution •ver sodium sul­
fate, The et^-^er was removed by distillation and 4.4 g. of 
Bygden, Ber., 45, 707 (1912), 
starting material tolling st 91-93V34 mm., 1.4928, was 
obtained:. 
'The ac0t,tc acid Oom tlie reaction was tben neutrali^sed 
toy cautious addition to a 80;'C sodium carbon?\te solution and 
the ralxttir© was worked up as atioue to ijive 5:i,B g. of material 
mhlGh boilea at 93-94°/3F5 mm.; n|® 1.4915. This mad© a total 
recovery of 7.2 g, (8C^) of pure starting material, 
fyiaethyl-^-phenylethjlsllane.~ To the solvent-free 
GpilpniaiHi reagent which had been prepared from 28.1 g. (0.2 
raole) of -^phenylethyl ctilorld# In 40 ce. of ©ther snd 5.1 
g. (0.21 g. atom) of magnesium turnings in 40 cc, of etber 
there was added, with cooling in cold xfat©-.", 16.9 g. (0.157 
mole) of trlm©thylsilyl chloride. After atirrlng; for one 
hotir th© mixture was heated In an oil bath at 70-75® for 40 
hours without stirring. Fifty cc, of «9th©r ^vas then added 
and the mixture was hydrol'yzed by th© addition of a aolution 
of animonlm cblorid© and finally some dilute (ls3) liyoroohlor-
ic acid. A,ft©r separation and extraction th© combined ethereal 
solutions ?jer© washed one® with ^fater' and were drier over 
sodinm sulfate. The ether was remove'1 by distillation and 
there was obt-iined 16.2 g. (58^) of product boiling at 211®; 
n|® 1.4869J d|0 0.a®57} MRp™ ©aled. 59.30? and found 
59.81. 
Anal. Galcd. for Si, 15.71. Founds cl, 15.69. 
in a previous attempt to prepai'e this compound ^-phenyl-
®thyl bromld© hmi b^en used In the preparation of the Orlgnard 
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resgant and it was found t >at th® product was contaminated 
T/ith 30ffl© of tbe impeacted bromide, which boils at 
and attempted fractionations were not successful, 
Glea-rage of Trlmethyl-j8-ph.enylethylsilane (AttemptecS).-
A solution of 8 ft. (0,046 mole) of the ©ilane in 40 co. of 
refluxing acetic acid was tres.ted with anhyarous hydrogen 
chloride during fifteen houre, I'he Beetle ••xcid was then 
distilled and from the residue there was obtained 6.4 g» (80%) 
of starting material which boiled at 211°j 1.4848. The 
material whioh. had collectec! in the Dry Ice-acetone trap 
distlllec'^ at 116-118°,^ the boiling point of F.cetic " -ia, end 
there was no evidence of the presence of nny trimethyleilyl 
chloride, 
Trifflethyl«£-tolylsilan©,- To 16.2 g. (0.15 mole) of 
trimethjlsilyl c-'^loTid® in 50 cc. of ether was added, alovily 
'>vith cooling, 0,157 mole of £-tolylllthium in 15 cc. of 
©trier, After refluxlng for three hours the revsction mixture 
was hydrolyzeci and worked up in the usual msnner. uemov;.il 
of th© ether and fractionation through a coluian packed with 
glass helices gave 16,2 g, (66^) of product boiling at 192°} 
n|^ l,4910j d|® 0.8666; oalcd. 54.77; nnd 1% 
fou-d 54,97. 
Anal, Oalcd, for Si, 17.05, Foiinds Si, 16.83. 
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Cleavag# of frira@thyl-£-tolylsil9ne.- Gsseous hydrogen 
chlorid© was passed into a refluxing solution of 8 g, (0,0487 
ffiolfe) of trlm«thyl-£-tol7lsilan© in 40 cc. of gl;icial acetic 
acid fop on® hour. At the end of that time the material which 
bad collected in th© \)rj Ie®-acetone trep was distiller' to 
give 2.4 g, <55,5^) of tTimsthjlsilyl chloride boiling at 
59-63®, Identificfltion was aeeoniplished "by con-version to 
triaethyl-S-fluorylsilan# CiB«lting point and mixed melting 
point), 
The residue from the above distillntion was added to th« 
reaction mixture and the coBibined solutions wer® distilled 
o but ga-sr® onlj material tx&iling at 117-119 , evidently acetic 
acid and toluane, and no recovered starting laaterial, Th« 
solution was iti«utrRlis«d b? addition to a 20$ godium carbon-
st® solution. Subs®Q-«ent to extraction, drying th© extracts 
ov«r sodium s\ilfat«, and rsmoval of th© eth#r, there was ob­
tained 8.8 g» (621) of toluen® -which boil«d over a range up 
to 110° and 0,5 g, of hii^er boiling material which undoubted­
ly was some starting material. The toluene was identified 
aa 2,4-dlnitrotoluene^ welting point and mixed melting point 
68-70®, 
Clewvage of Triffiethyl-jg-anisylsilffln®,- *l'h© hydrogen 
chloride cleavage of 8 g, (0,045 mo^ ) of triiaethyl-jo-
195 
anlBjlsilane in 40 cc, of refltixing 9.cetic acid -was 
Eincily supplied by J,. F, lobis. 
O'it d'lring one hour. The matc'rial in th© cold trnp 
was distilled to yield 3,4 g, (69,8>) of tri»ethylsilyl cMor-
( 5  Ide wnloti boiled at 58-60' . reaction mixture was neutral-
i55e!-3 by slo'W addition to 20^-; sodium oax^bcnate solution and 
gave, bui:)se"uent to extraction, drying, and reiaovnl of the 
ether^ S,7 g., (76^)) of anisol© whieh, for the most part, showed 
a 'boiling point of 145-153^* cleavage products were con-
verte-i to- trimethyl-9-fluorylgllane and 2,4-dinitroanisole, 
respectivel;/, for icientifiCMtion. The samples shower' no 
depresaioii of malting point eith a^jth-utlc specimena of th© 
compounds, 
xrlja0tiiyl-^-chlorophenylsilane,- 't'he preparation was 
c?irri€<: out in essential accordance with the procedure of 
Biirkhard'^'who reports an 83& yield of the product. To 
th© Grignar-d vesgent prepay©'" from 28*7 g* (0#15 mole) of 
£-ohloro"bromobenz©n© in 40 cc. of ether and 3.72 g« (0,155 g. 
atom) of turnings In 12 cc. of ether was added 16,2 g, 
(0,16 mole/ of trimethylsilyl chloride. After forty-tare© 
liotii's refluxing the yield of material boiling at 207-209'^ 
20 
upon fractionation was only 8 g, { 2 9 ^ ) }  1,5089 Instead of 
20 t'h-e repartee; iralu© of 1,5128, 
Another run was made in th© same manner except that the 
eth«i» wag reiw:>vei-j from the (irignard rcjagent and after addition 
Btirkharci, J, £©, Chem. Soc,, 68, 2103 (1946), 
of the slljl chloride the reaction mixture was heated for 
thirty-six holers in an oil hath at 78°» Subsequent to addi­
tion of 50 cc» of ether and hydroljais by means of r solution 
of ajnraonivim chlorid© the react ion was worked up in the usual 
manner to give, on fractionation, 11..8 g. (43^') of product 
with a boiling point of 207-208®; l,5090j 1.0002 in 
contrssKt to the reported l«5128j 1«028B} 
ealcd* 55«02j and, found 55,16# 
toal. Caled, for G„H,«SiCls Si, 15,19; Gl, 19,28. 
197 
Foundi Si, 15,16 t CI, 19,28, 
Cleavage of Triwethyl-jg-ehlorophenylsilane,- A solution 
of 8 g# (0,045 mole) of the silane In 40 ec, of gently reflux-
ing aeeti© acid was treat©'? with hydrogen chloride for one 
hour. It that time there was very little material in the cold 
trap so the reaction, was continued for another five hoars, 
Diatillstion of the liquid which had collected in the trap 
gave £; g# (4S;.f) of trimethylsilyl chloride boiling nt 57~§S®, 
From the neutraliised reaction mixture there was obtained, 
subsequent to extraction and drying, 8,3 g, (48/t) of chloro-
beneen© which boiled at 128-127®. fhe products were identi­
fier'^ as nrimethyl-9-fluorylsllane and 2,4-dinitrochloroben25ene, 
o o 
melting poin.ts and Mixed melting points 96»5-98 and 50-52 , 
respectively. 
197 author is grateful to l¥, J, Melkle for the silicon 
analysis. 
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yrlm@th-j 1-2-thl®nyls 1 laa®- fhe preparation of this 
eompoxmd was carried out in aeeordane© with the proeenur© of 
X98 B©nk®s®r by reaction of trimethylsilyl chloride and 
2-tMenyllithi«ffl. Th® yi@ld of product, boiling at 161-163*^, 
was 605? of th® theoretical. 
Cleavag© of Trim«th3fl-2-thi®nylsilane»-» A solution of 
5 g# (0,032 mole I of trii?iethyl-£-thi®nylsil8ne in 30 cc. of 
glacial acetic acid, h®at#d to very gentle reflux, was treated 
with gaseous hydrogen chloride during one hour. The only 
material isolated fro® the cold trap was 3 g. (87%) of tri-
laethylsilyl chloride which boiled at 57-61°, Identificstion 
was accomplished h:, conversion to trifflethyl-9-fluorylsilane, 
melting point sad mixeiS melting point 97-98,5*^. 
The tliiophen# was Isolated by ac3,dition of the acetic 
acid solution to 20 g. of mercuric oxide in 150 cc, of water, 
warifting and, si^bsequent to filtration, decomposing the result­
ing hydroxymercurlacetoxymerouri derivative with concentrated, 
hydrochloric acid. After extraction With petroleum ether 
(b.p,, 28-38®), drying over sodium sulfate, and careful 
removal of the solvent, there wms oht-ilned 1 g, (37;6) of thlo-
a 199 phea® boiling at 82-84 • Conversion to 2-nitrothiophene 
gave a product which showed s melting point and mixed melting 
point of 41-4S'®. 
BTOkeser and Ourrie, J. m. Ohem. Soc.. 70, 1780 (1948), 
Babasinian, Org, Syn., Coll. ¥ol. II, 466 (1945). 
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friinethyl-.£-dliH@thjrlaiiiliiophenylallane,- To 0,097 mole 
of jg-difaetiiylaminoplieiijllithlm la 7b cc. of dry ether was 
adde-^! 9»7 g. (0,09 mol®) ©f triiBethylsilyl chloride in lu cc» 
of dry ®th®r. fh.e sixtur® was refluxed, with stirring, for 
173 
one hour, Oolor Test I * being positive at the end, of that 
time. After hydrolysis with water the reaction was worked up 
in the usual immier to give,, ttpon fractiomtlon, 8,3 g. (48%) 
of material which boiled at 252-253®# Shla darkeneci on stand-
lag '5nd rssiilstlllation gave 5 g« (29;%/ of material of the sa®® 
20 go boiling point J n|^ i«5338| Ot9249j calcd. 64,80} 
and, found 64,^3, 
Anal, Calcd, for 14,50, Found: iii, 14.95, 
Uleairage of Trlm«thyi-£-dlaathylaminophenylsilane.- The 
clea^ag© of 3,5 g, (0,0013 mole) of the silan© in 35 cc. of 
acetic acid was carried out in the usual manner during on© 
hour, •.che m terial which had colleetecj in the cold tr«p was 
distilled to giir© 1,3 g, (67}»i of trimethyisilyl chloride Isoil-
ing at 58-61®. Identification was accomplishen by the prepara­
tion of triMthyl-9-fluorylsilane which showed -a melting point 
o " 
and mixed melting point of 96-98 , 
The acetic acid was atided from a dropping fumel to a 
20/i Qodiuia carbonate solution and, aiibser;uent to extraction 
with ether and dryirsg of the extracts over sodium sulfate, th®r® 
was obtain®-.1 1,6 g, (73*5^) of di • ethylanillne which boiled 
mt 189-191®, fhe plcrate melted b% 159-161® and showed no 
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d@pP#ssioM of melting point wh6« laixed with an authentic 
sample.. 
Benzojl Ch.lori<3.« Cl®a'rage of 'mp'n®33,jl-£-<ilmethylamino-
phenylsllane.** A solution ^ g. (0.0053 raol®) of triphenyl-
^-dimethylaminophftnylsilane In 10 cc. of redistilled benzoyl 
cblorid® was peflux^d "-'ith, stirring for fifteen and on®-half 
hours, Th® toensioyl chloride was then remove(3 by reduced 
pressure distillation, the viseous residti© Wf;ich reme.ine'i 
toeing tsken up in pttroletim ®th«r (b*p., 100-120^) and placed 
in th© r#frigei-ator. A brown oil (I) separate^! in small amount 
and the solution was decanted and, concentrated to pbout 15 cc. 
to give, on cooling, another oil (II), leit-er would crystall­
ise from various p®troletam ©ther fractions so »ach was treated 
with water and the resulting; mixtures w®r© ©xtrscted with 
eth®r and tlu-j extracts wer# dried over sodium sulfate. 
Removal of the ether from Ixydrolyzed (II) left an oily 
solid wtiich, after two crystallizations from benz®n®-p©troleum 
«th«r (b.p», 60-68®) 0.15 g, (10.3J4) of triph^yleilanol, 
melting point and mix#d melting point 149-150®. 
An atte?«pt to prepare th© oxime of the expected phenyl 
£-diiBethylainlnoph0nyl keton® from the brown oil (I) was 
unsweeesafol. 
Benzoyl Chlorid® Gleavag© of Trimethyl-^-tolylsilane 
(/-• tt®apt®d) •- A mixture of 4.8 g. (0.0292 mol«) of th® eilane, 
10 oe. of redistill©?"! benzoyl chloride, and several particles 
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of allies gel was lieated, with stirring, for twenty-two hours 
in an oil bath at 180-190®# Silica gel had been found to 
be an active catalyst for the oleava^j© of or anolead eom-
46 pounds , In ,r©s!;.ctlon, how©Ter, no materiel was co.llected 
in the cold trap attached to th'-- condenser outlet and by 
treatment of the reaction Riixture with 2(yp sodium hydroxide 
solutlony extraction with ether, and drying the extracte over 
sodium sulfate, there was isolated 3»8 g, of materl''.! which 
boiled at 180-186°. This showed n|® of 1,4917 and thus 
r€?yrese:n.ts a 79.3;' recoirery of the starting compound. Ho 
other substances were isolated. 
Benzoyl Chlorid© CleaTage of Tri-n-butylphenyls'silnne 
(Attempted)•- A solution of 7 g, (0.0254 mole) of tri-n-
butylphenylsilane in 20 cc, of redistilled benzoyl chloride 
was r®fluxad, with stirring, for fifteen hours in nitrogen 
atiaosphere. The benzoyl chloride was remove-.' by distilla­
tion at 91-93®/86 mm. and then distillation of the residue 
gave 5,6 g, iSlf:) of recovered starting material tvhich 
boiled at 132-154^/2,5 mm. and showed a slightly hlt^ index 
of refraction of 1.4930. Hedistillation did not change 
this value, k part of the forerun from the first distill.ation 
was s small amount of solid which eolleoted In the condenser. 
An attempt to prepare the 2,4-dinitroph9nylhyv^ra^one, on the 
assuaptlon th.9.t the material was benzophenone, gave, on 
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1.r» « « ?«%»-('»•?• iBVgf^  dwnnn% of r*»<i 
G 
cr^rstals whlcla melted at 184-188 rand which ©vontuelly proved 
to fee ii,4-.dinltroph©njlhydrafsin@. In addition to this there 
were Just a f©w orange crysfcils which, hy mechfsnic'il isolation 
of two or thre# of them, %'®r« found to melt at ci34-239® flifter 
soiH® softening at 205®. I'hia was an Inaication of the desired 
derl¥*^;tiTe vfhlch m^lts at 259® but the amount was suob that 
purification could not b© attempted, 
't'riphenyl-^-dlohloromethylphenylsilan®.- The initial 
intention was to prepare tb© monochloro ooiapoimd bv use of 
sulfuryl chloride with ben.si'.oyl peroxide aa a cataljat*^^^* 
A solution of 2,5 g. 10«0071 mole) of triphenyl«£-tolylsilane, 
0*9 g* t0.0067 mole, 0,55 oc*) of sulfurjl chloride, and O.g g, 
of b®naojl peroxide in 7,5 ce. of dry carbon tetrachloride 
was rS'fluxef^^ for thirtj minutes, the condenser o^.itlet being 
fitted with !?. calci\«B ehlorid© tub©,, Th® solvent was removed, 
under reduced pressure to leave a white solid whieh melted 
at 133-135®, Sv«n after four roerystallizatlonf* frora bensene-
p®trol0uai ether (b,p,, 60-68®) the melting point could not be 
improved beyond 145-165® so it appeared that th© materi*?! was 
a mixtur« of the mono an-l dlehloro compounds. 
The mate^'iai on hand was dis&olv®d in 6 ce, of dry carbon 
tetrachloridt and was refluxed for two hours with 1»97 g, 
(0,0146 mol#, 1,2 ec.) of sulfuryl chloride and 0,2 g, of 
h€n2;oyl peroxide, fhe product wrs Isol-'ted as described above 
Kharasch and Brown, £, Am, Chem, Soc,, 61, 2142 
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arifl. aft#:?' four reopyst'illi^ations from th® same mix:©;; solvents 
previously u.s®d tti®re was obtnined 0.2 g, of product which 
melted at 171,5-173,5®. This ie a 1% yield based on the amount 
of triphenyl~_£-tolylsilaii@ originally us®d«. 
Anal> Cs.lGd, for GggHg^SiGlgi £ii, 6,68j Gl, 16.91, 
Pound; SI, 7.09j CI, 16.8^. 
It was thought that the dlchloro compound could be prepared 
by Indtlal use of excess eulfuryl chloride to'j.t when a solution 
of 5 g. (0,0142 laole) of triphenyl-jg-tolylsilane, 3,28 g, 
(0.243 mo^.v.CO# ^ ojt ^^^If'ur''^! cl^itloi'ifi^, 0,1^ of b@xiiKo^l 
peroxid© in 15 cc, of a,nh|'dTous curbon tetraohlorid® was re-
fluxed for four hours t'^e material isolated showed, s'ubsequent 
to four c'i'ysta.lllsigtlons from b®n?.®ne-petroleum ether Ib.p, 
60-68®), the same msltlng point, 145-155 , as the material 
obtained in th® first rm. This was combinoc^ with the crude 
solid recoTered from the recrystalligation mothor liauors 
and the reaction wag repest^-..; usii^ th« stum® Qua.ntiti©s of the 
other reagents and r«fltixing for fiir© hours. The solvent was 
reiflOTred and. two ei-jstalllsafcions from benzene-pQtroleum ether 
{b.p., 60-68®') gnvft l.rss g, C25.,€f«) of product melting at 
167-169,5®, This appear©fs to be sufficiently pure for experi­
mental purposes., 
H-ydrolf sle of Trlph«n.yl-2-dlchlorom©th7lph®nyl3llan®, 
(Att@wpt®d).- A alxtur® of 1,15 g. (0,00275 mole) of the 
dichloro compound, 1 g, of calcium carbonate, 10 cc. of ws.ter. 
QWl 1.5 fic» of to Inereas# the solubility 
of the oomooMwl, w«s for- ilx hoivrs by h#«tlng In an 
oil at ISO®, on eooliag, th*'" nvjstulM th.t sepapat^-' 
w##r® found %Q ««lt at 164-169® ftud shsm^n no cl^pression with 
th«? MlfclBg point of th® »%».r%ing eompmind, i\ft©r th® addi­
tion of 1 g, of so<|.im!i carbonate ia 5 ee» of wst«3» the r<?flux-
ing wft® eontifswed for nnothm • 24 hoiii*s, Th# mixture w^s f'il-
hot ®tid th©y# w«i» leoiat®:' Crom th« filtmt#, atibaectuent 
to mo erjf&tnllltnfAomB tTGm dioxsnej^ 0.5 g», e 43.5;^ 
r©eo'rfi*y, of ®t«'»rtiiig whleh malted 167-169® snd 
stiowr4 no f!?>pp«8'3ioii of »«ltlng point wh«ii mi*#?'* with an 
a«th#ntie s«!spl«>« 
Cttinollm® Coapomncis 
2-t>h»R?l-6-»gthQmi»4-«#th3'lcmijaQl|ja»»- y;o a stirred 
.eolution of 75 g# ((>..,435 »ol«| of 6-»«thojty-4-iaethyl«ulnoliB«' 
iB &S0 ec» of €li?y was add^d, «t a rapid dropwia® r«ste 
with ©ooling in an iis««bfttb, « solution of laol© of ph^nyl-
lifchina in 300 e©» ©f anhyaroua r-tti®y» I'ii® addition i«futr«a 
forty alamfcws »ii?3 stirriiig wmn ©ontlaa#?- for fifteen minutes 
with c<»llag artJ for mm. ftcl.ditiomal thlrt?? mlntttee aft^r 
i»«oval of th® te# b?th« I'lis# alxt'iir# wms hydrolyasftd toy p<mring 
into m.9 llt^T of le# «at«r» Sttb«»«-?}.ie»t t© s«omrstioa of th« 
mtfmr Imjmr mad fo^ar ©xtractions of the aqw«<ms lay<}r» 
tli« coffibin#*! «oltatio»8 w#?'# added to ^5 ee, of 
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ntfcroberizene. The solution imediately turned deep red In 
color and after standing overnight the ether wf?s removed by 
distillation and thf-^n, whil® the nit ro buns en© was being removed 
by steam distillation, the product solidified, After filtra­
tion the solid wag reeryatalliged,from a mixture of 180 cc. 
of benzene and 360 ec, of petroleum ether (b*p,, 60-68®) to 
give 80 g. (•fSfl) of product melting at 128-130°. The prepara­
tion of this compound in 9% yield fro® ^ -anisidine hydrochlor­
ide and ben-salaeetone had previously been reported by John and 
lozicgska^^^. 
8-Fhenyl-6-snethoxyqtiitinoline-4-aldehyde«- To a stirred, 
gently refluxing solution of #3 {0#S Riole) of 2—phenyl— 
6-m©thoxy-4"m©thylquinoline was added, during two and one-
half hours, a warm solution of 26.8 g. (0.184 mole) of freshly 
sublimed selenitim dioxide in 230 cc. of dioxane and le oc. of 
2Q2 
water • After atirring and refluxing for an additional 
two hours, the selenium was rewsved by filtration of the hot 
solution# The dioxane was removed by distillation under re­
duced pressure «nd, on cooling, the product solidified. It 
was dissolved in 385 cc» of absolute ethanol and the solution 
John and Hozio^ka, J. prakfc. £hem., [2] m, 65 (1925). 
^02 Kaplan, J. Aw. Chew. Soe., 63, 2654 (1941), and 
Johnson and Hamilton, ibid.7 63, 2864 (1941), for some 
selenium dioxide oxidatidns oT"methylruinolines to the 
corresponding aldehydes^ 
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was d,®ea2ite<i from a small nuantlty of a#l#iil\m. The'material 
wMch was obtained on cooling this solution wsa taken up 
in 425 oc, of absolut.© ©thanol; the solution was filtered and 
then concentrated to 300 ec# to yield 19^2 g» (37%) of com-
pomd. m«lting at 135-137®• Another crystalliaation from 
abgolut® fttbanol anci then from a mixture of benzene anci 
o 
p®trol#u® «th#r ib,p,, 60-60 ) raised th® melting point to 
1S6.5-137..5®* 
Anal« Oalcd, for 1, 5.»33, Foiands N, 5,08. 
Th® 2-pfa«D.yl-6-a«th03Cjquinoline-4«>aldoxim® was prepared 
and melteo at 185»5-187® after purification frora methanol. 
Anal, Oalcd, for S, 10.08. Pounds f?, 10.06. 
tfC «-Fh«iyl-@«'m.ethoxy«'2'>ph®nyl'-4-quinoliiieaiethan.ol Hydrochor-
Me«- A solution of 5#1 g. (0.019 mol®) of S-phenyl-B-
ia®thoxyquinoline-4-ald©hyd« in 85 ©c* of dry benzene was added 
to the phenjlmagn©slum broaid® obtained from 3,92 g. (0.027 g. 
«toiB) of magnesiua turnings in 7 cc. of arfiydrous ether. The 
mixture was refluxed for three hours and was then hydrolyzed 
by the adcSition of 50 ec. of a saturateri solution of ammonitim 
chlorid®. fh« mixture was filtered and after ©xtrBction and 
drying the solvents were r«floved to leave a glass which could 
not be erystsl-liaed readily. It was converted to the hydro­
chloride by addition of ethanolS-C hydrogen chloride to a solu­
tion of th# compound in absolute ethanol. Cooling in ice 
gav® i g. (70^) of product melting at 214-219*^. An analytical 
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© 
earapl^ melted at 22*7-232 aft^r one erystalllisation fyom absol-
utm ethanol, 
Aml» Caled# tov OggH^gOgH-HGls CI, 9,40. E'otmds 
CI, 9..60 and fe,78. 
Q.alB.o 1 iiie-»4«»ald.Qhjde»- 'Ih# aldeliyde was prepared accord­
ing to the proQ®dur® of Kaplan (202) using a©l©nim dioxid® 
oxidation of lepidln#, fHi© yield of materit'l v/hieh melted 
at 48-5S® was 40^5. 
eg*ph#n.yl-4-tiuiiiolin#^#than(>l Hydrochloride.- To th« 
Qrigmard reagent obtained from 10 (0,064 mol®) of bromo-
b©fiS€>n.« in 10 ce* 0f dry ©.thar and 1,56 g, (0,064 g, atom) 
of maguesimta timiings in 5 ec, of ethev was addeti a solu­
tion of 5 g, (0.032 fflole) of freshly dietilled ouinoline-4-
aldehfd© in 50 cc, of atiHydifous benzen®, Tm mixture b®came 
heavy wifcii preolpitafc© so 100 ec* mor« benssene was added and 
it was refluxsd, with stirring, for two hours. Hydrolysis 
was ©ff®Gt«d by addition of a solution of aismoniuia chloride 
and t'ae laixttAre was then filterec. Subsequent to separatioii, 
extract ion, and drying ov@r soditua swlf^t®, tli@ solvents W0re 
removed by distillation to a reddish glass ^Tiaioh resistet? 
attempts at ©ryatallisss.tion. It was talcen ap in 100 ec, of 
<ith®r and ethaaolie hydrogen ohlorid® was added,. The oil 
that separated solidified on cooliag and scratching and, after 
r©crjstalll?,ation from an atosolwt© #thanol«dry ©thei-* mixture. 
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there ?ma obtained 5 g, (SSfS) of the hydrochlorid® which m«lte<i 
at 194-199® after some preliminary softening. Another crystal­
lisation. did not iraproT® th,e melting point, 
Anal.., Calcd. for Cj_gH^g01*HGl s Gl, 13,1. Found: Gl, 
13.0, 
2->"Ph@nyl'*6"'aietliQx:f-4»( 2*attino-4-tMazol jl) qulnolina. -
fo a stirred solution of 11.4 g» (0,15 mole) of thiourea in 
50 cc« of 95}l. ethmol ansi 30 ec. of water was added, portion-
wise, 1?',9 g,, (0,032 mole) of 2~phen.yl"6-i!iethoxy-4-bro5iK)&oetyl-
qiiinoline h:,Klrol>roiaide, A y@llo»fiBh-red solution resulted 
anci diiTlng two and. one-iMlf hours reflux it hec-nnie deep r©d. 
The mixture was cooled In coM water and filtered to give 
9 g, of material and another 2 g, 'sep-irntod from the filtrst®. 
The filtrate was potir^=^d Into 200 go, of wat«r and the two 
solid fr«5Qtlons wer® each susp©nd©c' in water, Siibseouent to 
making #»?oh of th@s© portions basic by addition of concentrated 
a?iT®oniua hydroxide, the resulting solids were purifiei:"^ by 
erystallizatlOEB from Ht#thyl celloaolve containing n little 
aamoniiaffi hydroxide to giv® 4 g* melting at 259-261*^ snd 1,6 g, 
melting at 266-259® for a total yield of 5.6 g, (53^)• 
Anal, Oalcd, for '^iLgHj^gOlgSs S, 9,6, Pounds S, 9,3, 
l^l-£-sc«taioliiophenyl Disulfid®,- When the procedure 
of Eincke and was followed the zinc-hydrochloric aoid 
EincM;e s,nd jftrg, B©r«, 42, 5S62 (1909), 
reductioE. of c©tamlnofeenzenesulfonyl ehloride gsve the 
<lls'ilfide In 70^ cmd© jleld than the fchlophenol. i'lie 
m^vterial raelt#i at 168-170® an-i by r-•eryatalllzatlons from 
95:a ©thano:], the meltlne point was raised to 815-215®, the 
melting point of the pure c!5-sulfide# In oth©r runs the lower 
meltinj^ point iMie'it«3<i the presence of a gri^ater proportion 
of th© thiophenol* 
£~Acetsi«lnothiophenol• - Aluminum powder-hy-i r-ochloric 
aci-i reduction of t-'t-e crude •.lleulfi:ie according to the method 
d©scribefl by Hlna'berg^®^ was etaployc-:. to obtain the thiophenol 
In 60:- yii^ld melting at 149-151, 
^-A cetamlnophenyl Methyl Tb© alky la t ion pro-
cediire of Zinok© and tTorg geve an 88jvi yield of the 
sulfide which melted '^t 125-127®, 
Skraup Reaction with o-Acetamlnoph©nyl Methyl J-ulfide, 
/47 Mltrohenzen® as the Ox-idiainK A^Qnt*- 'i'he pro-
205 
cedure was patterned after th.at of Clarke and Davis " for the 
preparation of qulnollrie, A lalxtur© of 13.6 g, (0,075 mole) of 
£-Roetaminophenyl methyl suli'lde, 2k;,5 cc. (0.31 mole) of 
glycerol, 5,5 g, (0,04S rriale| of nltrohenzeii©, 15 cc. of con-
centrs.ted sulfuric licid, 'ind 2,6 g* of f©rrous sulfate was 
heated, with stirring, for six hours in £in oil bath at 150~140°, 
The mixture was ooured into 300 cc. of water; sodium hyaroxid© 
Hlnsb^rg, Ber., 24S0 (1906). 
Clarke and Bavis, Org. Syn., Coll. ¥ol. I, 478 (1941). 
iras to a baaic re^ctioni and, ac«fcie acid was acidod to 
dissolve tbp? feiT'Oi.is 1iyciroxid©» After filtration the nitro­
benzene was removed "bf distillation and the yesirlue waa 
extracted with etb.#r» From these tracts th«p« was obtained, 
si3bse<?u#nt to drying nnd ysiBOwl of th-© eolvent, 0,7 g. of a 
yellmt oil distilling at 103-105®/0,£ mrr!. This solldiried on 
cooling and partially ia©lt©<1 at room temperature. A picrat« 
wfte prepared an;1 molted at purification. Two 
cry St alligations from 95/' ©tlianol wiiB«d tlie melting point to 
214-216®, 
' Anal. Galcd. for 1, 13.86. Poimd: W, 13.81. 
/l^ ^ 3n..g .^iFsenle Pent oxide as IM Ozidlainfi ££ent." To 
a stirre.1 mixtur® of 15.6 g. (0.075 mole) of ^^""^cetaminophenyl 
methjl sulfl-*©, ll?»9 g, (0.056 mole) of ars©nic pentoxld©, and 
S7,5 ce. (0,5 mole) of dry glycerol was add^d, portionwise 
t'hro-".a|i th# condenser^ 15.8 g. (0,18 mole, 7.5 cc.) of cm-
centr'-^ted swlftiric add. Tb© Internal tOTp©roti-tre was then 
kept at l'-fi~130® for on« hour, was slowly raised to 135® during 
two and one-half hours, %nd was held theduring an additional 
to\%T hours. , i'he reaction mlxtiir® w-as poured into wat®'- and 
th« addition of sTOonium hjdroxid® caused a ip>Tk oil to 
separate. .Ether extrsotion showed that the oil was partly 
Insolmble# d'la« extracts were dried and worked up to give 2 g. 
of oaterifil which ho lied at 112-114 ®/0*S «m. This partls.lly 
solidifiec} and 0.25 g. of the solid was filtered off and washed 
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with petTOletJUii ®th©p (b,.p. 28-38°)# K«crygfcallization from 
petrol^ian ether {b.p. 60-68®) ga-e^e two fractions, totalling 
0*1 g» and melting at 55-40® and 40-.42°, The latter, after 
ttnothei' crystallieafclon, malted at 47,5-48.5®. A nitrogen 
analysis was higli and tia® aajotint of compound, was m^ch that 
another analysis could not b® run. 
^nal. Galod. for CjQBgiSf. M, 8.0. Pomdi H, 9.S2. 
A sulfmr ansljsis on th« llculd whieh had not ??olidifl«d 
was also sli^'^tly high so it would appear that perhaps 8om« 
<l«ae©tjlat©d starting material was present. 
Anal. Calcd. for C^^QllglSs S, 18.3. Fotmd: 19.2. 
A picrate which was preparer? frow the material which 
o o 0how«!l a melting point of 35-40 melted at 216 snd gaTcs no 
d®pr#8sion of melting point with th® san^jl# from th« previous 
preparation. 
In other runs when th« tin® of reaction was shortened to 
tour and on®-third hours or th© heating was limited to a bath 
teaperatnr© of 135-140® for ©ight hours, th®r® was r©eoTered, 
hj «:Etraoti©n and distillation, 34 and 38^, respectively of 
(l©aa@tylat®d starting material which was identified by recon­
version to £-ae®feaiBlnoph»nyl asthyl milfide. No product was 
isolated from these runs. 
6-Cminolyl Methyl Sulfone#- Potassium permanganate 
oxidation " "W®-® used to convert part of th® licuid portion 
pA^ 
Huber,. Bair, Laskowski, Jackraan, and Clinton, J# Am. 
Ch«!. 30C., 68, 322 (1946). " 
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of tho distilled material from the preceding experiment to th« 
sulforie. To 0»35 g. (0.00^ mola on the assumption it was the 
gulfide] of the Gompound in 15 oe# of water containing 0.8 ml. 
C0.004 mole) of concentrated hydroohlorio acid was added, with 
of 0.4 g. (0.0025 mole) of potassi'am permanganate in 16 cc. 
of Yfater contairilBg O..- ml* (0.0026 molej of concentrated 
hydroc^iloric :ioid, The mixture was stirred for one hour and 
t0ii minutes and th© aanganes© dioxide was then filtered off 
and wBshed with hot -water, fh© combined aqueous solutions 
w©r© made bafcic by addition of 20^ sodium hydroxide solution 
anc' were then shaken with one-third ti:..eir voluiae of ehloroform. 
The entire lalxture was shaken with aeeolorizing carbon, filtered, 
fino aepa.rate«i, Subsequent to two more chloroform extractions 
the combined extracts wsre dried briefly over potHssium car­
bonate and the chlox^ofora wag rc-Biovec by reduced pressure 
distillation, fhe solid residue crystallized once from hot 
water, using Horit A, to give 0.8 g. (4B^) of e-nuinolyl 
methyl aulfoa© which larlted at la6-lii'7.5® and did not depress 
207 the melting point of an authentic sample . 
£-Ao©taisinophenyl Methyl Sulfoxide.- fh© procedure of 
ZinoK.0 mvi J org ior oxidation of the sulfide to the 
G-ilman end IjindblacJ, J. Am. Chem. £oc., 68, 98B (1946). 
lee cooline to keep the tesiperature between 6-10 , a solution 
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sulfoxide hj raeans of Sj-a liTrlyogen p^^roxld© rnrag followed but 
the eoOTpo\ind., obtained In 96,5fi yield, melted at 140,5-14i::,5** 
directly from the p#f».ction. and. ®t 141-14S..5® aft^r T>i.irificatton 
fey dlseoliring In hot water, witi?, tiee of Nopit A, and removing 
tb® '.'?ater ir-til a thick synip was present. Th©i?e melting 
points are In eontroBt to th^t reported, 126*^, so tli« trs^te^-'ial 
was anal'ysea, 
teal, Calcd. for CgH^^^^OgHSi S, 16,25. Founds 16.19 
and 16.34. 
Its identity wes furtJlier confirmed by oxidation to the 
sulfone. Melting point and mix«d melting point 182-184®, using 
30i' b^jdrogen. peroxide. 
208 Skraiip Reaction with g-Acetaminophenyl Si ethyl Sulfoxide 
A mixture of 13 g, (0*066 mole) of the sulfoxide, 9.S g. 
(0,04 mole) of ari'f^nie psntoxlde, and 19,8 cc. of concentrfited 
sulf^iric acid was poured. Into 48 cc» (0.52 raole) of p;lycerol 
•a^lileh had heen, heated to 150®. A violent i'«»^>,ctlon ensued 
and the fl-s»sft hnd to he s?lialf©n to pre-rent thfi mixture .from 
foamln,g ovbt* After two fflinutes it -noured into 800 cc. 
of water and a tmmrj dark oil w«..« pr«?ciplt??,ted. by -addition 
of atswoniua hydroxide, xhe oil resisted atteinpts to isolata 
» solid product so nbout one-fourth of it was converted to 
the milfon® ttj takirift it up in' a solution of 18 cc. of 
208 The procedure was patterned after directions supplied 
by '3r, 'Robert .H'lderfleld for the preparation of 5,6-
dim® tho xj-8 -n i t r o q u,ino 1 ine . 
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concentratisJ hydroc'r-lorlc acid in. 692 cc. of water and adding, 
with cooling to 6-10^, a solution of SO,4 g, {0.128 mole) of 
potassium permanganate and 10,3 cc. of <?oncentro.t©d hydro­
chloric acid in 8i:;4 cc. of water. The reaction was worked up 
as previouely described to ^ive, subse'-uent to crystRlliJsation 
froui watei", 45 mg. of 6-"uinolyl Methifl srilfone which nieited 
at li;4,5-126® and did not depresa the raelting polT>.t of an 
authentic sample, 
Kuiie in which more conventions;! procedures, involving 
three to fom- hoax's heating at temperatures \xp to 150^, 
were smployed produced much carhonoceous material p.nd no 
Identifiable products cos-ild be isolated. 
209 
8-( 2,5-Diaetbylpyrryl-l)-6-ouinolyl Methyl tiulfone.-
- - ^ ^ ^ — 207 
One grs.ni (0,0045 mole) of 8-affiino-6-ouinolyl methyl sulfone , 
4,85 g, {0,043 mole, cc») of pcetonylncetone, and 1 cc. 
of glacial acetic acid. w#r« heated «t lOf—110® for 3 hours, 
Tde Eiixture was poured into 150 cc, of water nnd the 
resulting redc'lsh-ton solid vias filtered off to give 0,5 g, 
(37jC) of product which re?jlteci at 181-184®, 'h^o crystK.!-
lis.=itions frora a mixture of hens^^sne-petroleum ether {fo.p,, 
o o 60-88 ) raised the melting point to 184-186 • The yield was 
0 • 1 '"5 • ( 11>:} • 
Anal, €9lcd, for 9,3?i, Found; N, 9,46, 
Bee H<^.zelwood, et al., J, ?roc. Roy, Soc,, W,S, ^-^mles, 71, 
92 (1937) ("C,A ,j 3^7 16^5 T'lSSsU Oilman and"'"5'»Donnet^, 
J. Atb. Chem, Soc., 66, 840 (1944), 
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In anotliex* run tliere was no ye^iotion wb.©n ©thanol waa 
use^. as a solvent:, starting material being pf-covered, and 
wh-&n three dTOps of hydrochloric acid was used as the catalyst, 
in the afesenc# of solvent, a brown material was obtained which 
ffielt®:': at 235-240^ Cd| and could not b© purified. 
5-1 itro»8-(J^-dlethylaminopropylamlno>-6-qulnolyl Methyl 
Sulfide (Attempted).- A, oilxtur® of 3.2 g, (o.CSl mole) of 
210 freshly distilled J^-diethylaminopropyl ehlorid© , 4 g« 
211 (0»017 mole) of 5-nltro-8-8mlno»6-qtiinolyl!«©thyl sulfide , 
and 3»2 g, C0*12 raol«) of sodium citrat© in 25 cc, of absolute 
©thanol was refluxed, with stirrir-g, for forty-eig'ht hours. 
At to© «nd of that tim@ the mixtur© was filtered to give a 
recovery of 3.9 g, (97.5^) of starting material which melted 
at 234-236®. A mixed melting point was not depresset'i. 
In another trial, dloxan® was used as the sol'^ent and 
thr@® crystals of potaasium iodid# replaced the soditim citrate. 
At the ®nd of sixty-two hours at reflux th© starting material 
was again recovered. 
210 Kindly supplied by fl, A. B«nkes©r. 
23.1 Gilman, «t al., J. Chem. Soc.. 68. 1577 (1946), 
for the prepay a tToii "of this compound. 
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DISCUSSIOI 
Opganosilicon. Compotmds 
£12 The valsnee theory of Lewis is particularly applicable 
to studies of cl^avftg©® of organo»etftliic ooaapounds for the 
view the position of tta« ©l®ctroB of a covalent bond may 
vary dupeaciing on the atoms or groups involved enables the 
viaualiisation of th® condition which les-ds to facile removal 
of a group• 
A I B As B A sB 
Th® latter possibility, if A represents the metal, ©xemplifies 
the desired configuration for cl«avag® sinc» it shows the raetal 
@x®rtlng a w#ak attraction for th« electrons, ?/hlle the organic 
radle&l, B, has a stroi^er affinity for the®. This would, be 
®sp®0i®lly tru,© in th® eas® of meroury, Iwid, and tin deriva­
tives, all weakly el©©fcron®gativ®. In the oas® of g©.r*aaniuni 
and silicon ther® would b@ a greater spproach of th© electrons 
toward the central e.l#a©nt of the compounds. 
Prom th© results obtained in these studies it is evident 
that th® eleavage of organosilanes hy hydrogen chloride ie 
a general reantlon and that the difficulty of cleavage is, in 
212 *Va.l©nce and th© Structure of Atoms and Molecules," 
The CheMical Catalog Co., Hew York, 1923* See especially 
pp. 61-86.. 
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most cases, not .Although #v@n the compounds which wer© 
cleaved jriost readily, ##g. trim®tliyl-2-.tM®njlsllf»n© and tri-
m0tbyX-£~anisjlglla,n©, reouirec' an hour for extensive cleavage, 
whil© organoleftd ami orgamoaercury compounds m:xj be cleaved 
in a matter of minutes, the r«sistanc® of th© sdl lanes was 
not of th© order whicr th® proximity of silicon to carbon 
might l«sd on® to anticipate. 
That silicon and carbon ar@ different in many of their 
properties, however, is well known.. One of the re^.tsons for 
this is the ability of silicon to expand its valence shell. 
.Although its octet is completelyr satisfied it m«!y undergo 
coordination to give a covalencj of six. It is impossible for 
carbon to do this and. this fact ia userf to explain the stabil­
ity to hydrolysis of carbon halidies and carbon to carbon 
bonds whereas silicon halides are @asi.ly hydrolyssed and, 
especially in th# presence of acids or bases, Si-Si links 
fflsy react to give dtsiloxftnes, prellmin't^i.ry coordination 
with the oxygen of the wat«'--' molecule occurring in the case 
gi •* 
of the silicon compounds • 
Sidgwick, "fh© .Bllectronic Theory of "Valency**, Oxford 
University Press, London, 19ii7, pp* 157-160. 
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H 
C& ^ .O-H C£ 
I  H O H  '  '  
C J l - S \ ~ C M ,  C J i - S i - O L  > C j^- S i - O H  
i  ^  C I  
z/o// 
7 ^ , 5 1  - S i - R a  ^ f ^ s S i - S i - R s  
hly + JZJ{^ S'>0I4 > ^ ^ S i - O - S i R ^  
Thla dlff©ri?n,c© in •bebavlor is e"yid#ntly sufficient to 
allow the cleavage of silleon-cspbon bonds in the preserxC© 
of hydrogen Chloride, A possible mechanism for th® cleavage 
reaction involveg preliaJ-iiaj^y coordination of the hydrogen 
chlorid.® "'ith the sllicoiit followsd "by a spllttln.g off of 
the hydrocarbon to restore the raore normal configuration to 
th© silicon and the chloifin«» 
•R ^ 
. ' 
^ - R - S i - Q A  -A K ' ^  
I ' 
The reaction la shown as proceeding with molecular hydrogen 
chloride rather tv-an lonlc» %at it is probmbly polarized, 
howefer, and thua has a consequently weaker bond, is shown 
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toy th# fact tbat mo was otf8«T-"r«r' In b«ii2©ii® or ohloyo-
fom Itoit th© y^aetioii teolc plae© lii a©®tle a raor© polai-
In th« eoitre© of th© reaction th# hjaro^n chlorld® 
lt8«lf sight spilt off to r«sfe©r® th« silicon octet but at 
l^ast part of %'r\e ti»» th# organic group is r^no're.-* I'h® 
of th# 8ill«0ii-eblorln« bond is such that, ths? t^ndemcj 
214 for It to for® would pirotjafely be gp#«fc, Pauling di 8C>:i. ss#8 
faxjt th»it ift silicon tefpachlorid© the inttsratoaic dis-
t:"'# siliCQti and th® cWLorin#® is eonsidpj»fit)ly 
1»®8 thiaa th# tmruAl emmlent ra«1lu®» H® interprets this nB 
ti,u® to the lis# of two eleetpons fro® sgeoiad orbit of fh© 
ehlorla* to giv#,. la ®rf©et, a Aoiihle boM. 
CIL 
* « 
ffl ;:S; :: ca 
m « 
OIL 
ii3.1©WE for r^sonanee etpucttires to glw a ilistriton.tion 
ef th€? dowMe bond# mmtm. four ohiofiit® atoms, rh® bond 
Is plcttir©d «« rftsofiifcting hetwmm. an iimie strticfcura, tii"*"CI , 
Boi«»8.1 eoval®n«y,, «ia4 tb.# iottbl® Tbond «tinietiir«. In eori®irtc>f-
ing gllicon, and, tla tlie .insre-^-sing tendfency to an 
paaliBg, 1l«tttr© of th# Ch©mieal Bond", Cornell 
!lniir«'r«ity pr»ss, It!iae«., i»l.p 104.5, pp. k;ge-255* 
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Ionic bond decreases the shortening of th# bond distance, 
fhe ©ffect is also less v/hen on©, two, or threw chlorines of 
silicon tetrachlorid® are replaced by hydrogens but even in 
the latter case th« extent is still appreciable. 
It appears that in this ree.etion, at leRst, pilicon 
behaves as a metal b©cntig© this instability toward, acidic 
pes gents is typical of C-M linkages. This is in contr^'st to 
its iiBual non-metallic properties ss ©Aemplified by its 
volatile halides, their eaa© of hydrolysis, and the fact that 
Si02 is an acid anhydride, albeit an extremely weak acid. 
There is a definite correlation ifith the greater ease of 
cleavage with increesing metallic properties as you go down 
the series of Group I? elements» The more metallic the element 
is th® more ©It^etropositive it becomes and thus has a decreas­
ing affinity for electrons, consequently offering less resis­
tance to removal of an. org^^nic group and the two electrons of 
the carboR'-iBetal bond. It is interesting thnt silicon, 
normally considered definitely a non-metal exhibits these 
properties to the degree shown by these studies* 
It was i'ound that a difference in reactivity of the 
groups present wa® necessary and that dissyrametry led to 
greater ease of cleavage, fhat thig latter factor was not 
the reaaon for cleavage, ho%f@v#r, was proved by the fact that 
dlethyldiphenylsilan® aiiu ©thyltriphenylsilsine underwent 
"•lOS"" 
roaovHl of phen^jfl as did tri--ethylphenylsilane. xn 
fhesB three ootnpoimrts the arjl radical was cleave'.i v/hether 
or wot It WRs tb© preponderant grotip. It appeared significunt 
fhnt dletbyldlphenylsil'ine cleaved easily even t]:'0\-<;.h it Is 
a symmetries 1 compotmd* The dissyjanetry of ethyltriphenyl-
ellane is such that if that w^re the controlling factor one 
might expect the removal of the odd grmc, the •ill-cyl raaic;;!.l* 
Results s'^-'Owedj, however, tb/^t this is not the case, if one 
goes a step furt^-.er to tetrephenylsilane cleavage is extremely 
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slow and this is in direct contrast to the rendy reaction 
of tetr'5phen-ylle<id. It appears that the stsbility producer 
by the ®qTiiv<ilent r'-sonance of -•ill the aryl groups, coupled 
with the great«»r electronegativity of silicon, i^ too 
grent to allow oleav^ga. When t'lis enuivalence was lipset by 
a change of one of the ar^fl groups it was found that corapounda 
of the type (CgHg)gSiR could be cleave^" when li v/as j^-anisyl, 
£-dliiethylaiainoph©nyl, or 2-thienyl but due to imhility to 
trace the progress of the reaction there was .considerable 
difficulty in isolating the silicon coritt?.Ining eles-Tage products 
because subsequent removal of phenyl groups le.-' to pclyhydroxy 
compounds on hydrolysis snd it was necess"~ry to ieolate small 
eraou,nts of triphenyls.Hanoi from syrupy polymeric procucts. 
In order to verify that the difficulty in isolating the 
on© ele«"rf.ge product was actually due to further removctl of 
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phenyl groups after eleaimg© of the -more x'e^ictlve group, tri-
t>©nsyl--£-ariis7lsilRn© was pr#pa.re';"i. Incidentally, in the 
iittf?Tspt«d direct preparation of this compound th© only product 
Isolated wrs tribenzylsilanol, possibly due to clenvnge by 
th6» byrlrochloric acid usee? to hyd,rolyz© the reaction, but com-
version of this to the chlorid© followed by renction with ^  
anisyllithiura gsv© the desired product vbtj satisfactorily, 
Clee^age gave good yields of both cl©av<9,ge products 6\'ith no 
problem of isolstion «iifl is st'-rihutpble to the fact that 
ths £-anisyl radical cl©av«s readily x'Phile the beni^yl rs'"^ical, 
©BtahlIshed j9,s being quite inert in its att.«?chment to other 
ffi'-tals, is not removed. 
In s, logical extension of the studip^a it was fo^md ths.t 
the difficulties InTolvec; could be circuiwrented by the use 
of tfialltylarylsilan.es• The flr-st such compound employee-
was tri-n~butylphenjlsilarie. it was found to cleave re'-niily 
and tri-n-hutylsilanol and hexa-n-hutyldlsiloxane were isolated. 
The preparation, of samples of these compounds for comparison 
of the constants appeared to b© a simple matter bu.t it was 
Boon discovisre'? that a direct approach was not feasible. 
'When three eouiTalents of n-butyllithium were adder' to silicon 
tetrachloride the only definite product was tetra-n-btitylailane 
In spit® of the fact that extreme car® whs to.ken to insure 
slow addition, thus avoiding local excesses of the organometslllc 
compound, -x-bA ademiate cooling to prevent any possible loss 
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of glllcoin tstraohloride by reflux arici incomplete condensation. 
Finally, the preparation was acooaipllshed hy means of hydroly­
sis of tri-a-butylEilyl chloride and the constants agreed 
Tsith the material obtained from ttie cleavage. 
In turning to the pr@par;-i-tlon of the diailoxr-ne severs 1 
api:3roaches seeraen possible sijice both silanols -•.nd silyl 
Chlorides ha.d "been used previously for th© preparation of 
disiloxanes. flie normal ia«Bthods, 'hov^ever, failed. 
Treatment of the chloride with either 10 or 20/» base 
produced only the silanolj attempted dehydr-tion of the silfinol 
with 70^1 sJilfuric acid gaw no definite product; and, re flux­
ing for twelve hours in ©th^r ciid not appear to induce refaction 
between the chloride and tne lithium derivative of the Bilanol, 
In this latter attempt hydro'yais of tue distilled lioixid 
portion and the solid white residue from f^e distillation 
each gave samples of product which showed the same boiling 
point and index of refraction as the disiloxane but since their 
exact souro© was UB,c®rtaln the saraples were not considered 
authentic* Iveatually, reaction between tri-n-butylsilanol 
and iodine produced the disiloxatie without difficxilty. 
Tile trimethjlarylsilanes were found to serve H:imlrahly 
in the cleavage studies. The preparation of the componnds 
was facilitated by the 'availability of trim ethyls ilyl chloride 
ana their use had several advantages. The difference in 
resctlvity was great enough so that the clesvages proceetiec' 
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In a reletshort timej the m«thyl groups were r.ot removed 
both 'becsAis® of their stp.billt^f mad bficausc tlio trimcthylsilyl 
chloride d3.stillef' out of the re- ction mixturej and, by capture 
of thie chloride in a trap lron»rsed in a Dry Ice-acetone tonth 
the completeneas of the reaction could be .-fudge-l tmd it coaXd 
b© terminated at the proper time, 
T-'tilizstion of these trlraethylarylsilRnea enables the 
cieter?Ti,in'9.tion of series of radicals in order of the ease 
of their- remoi»'P'l from silioon. For the most p?jrt, inhere the 
aryl group we.« _£~1"olyl, ^-aniayl, 8-thienyl, or -lime thy lam in o-
ph«nyl, tbe reaction was run for only on® ho-ir*. Altnou^^ch the 
reaction waa usu^ ly incomplete It was thus poasible to deter­
mine the relative yields of clewage products'. The reaction 
proceeded more slowly with triraethylphenyl-, and t rime thy 1-
^-chlorophsnylsilane and ims continuer;; for six hours. I j 
means of these experiments the results listed in Table II 
wex'e obtained. 
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Table II 
Hydrogen Chloride Cleairago of Trlmethylaryl- nnd 
aralkylsllanes 
R 
fieaciion 
Tim© 
Houre 
fielA of Cleavage 
(GHglgSiCl 
Prb.'^.ucis 
KH 
2~i:hien.yl 1 87 37 
^-Anisjl 1 69,5 76 
£- Dimet hylartilriopheny 1 1 67 73.5 
_g--Tolyl 1 53.5 62 
Phmyl 6 70 60 
^-Ghloropheriyl 6 43 48 
Bensyl 15 — — 
A-Fhsnylethyl 15 at • 
Oii this basis thP' 8©ri#s of elestronegs? tivities is 
2-thi0nyl^ £-an.isyl, ^-dlaetliylamlnophenjl} £-tolyl y phenyl > 
£-chlorophenyl ^ 'bensjl^ ^ -p!ienylt®thyl. Thia series appears 
to agree perfectly with the series preirlously est-'Abllshed 
tiairtg raarctirj and lead and would a©em to Indicate tbi^st the 
inflm«nc© of th© e®nfcral atom is not too great, s.ltho\igh 
98 ffharasch and Flenner stated that the Tariatlon of that 
atom might lead to different results. The low yield of thio-
phene was due to the problem of isolation. 
It is interestiijg to note th«»t the constants obtained 
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for triiieth,jl-£»cliloroph®nylsilaii© are not in accord with 
those reported by BwrkharcJ. (196) and th© yield, even when 
the reaction was rtm, without solv®nt, did not approach hls» 
fh© molecular refraction, and, tb© analysis of material obtained 
in th#®e studies ar«, boww«r, in close agreement with the 
oalculftted values# The validity of the vtlixes -ototainen in 
this present work has been verified by the f^ct that the 
215 product obtained, by Ahmann from the reaction between 
trim^thylsilyl ehlorid© and ^-chlorophenyllithium showed 
Bp® 1.5089 and 1,0006, valiies which are in excellent agree­
ment with those ohtainer^ in t-..ls In-reetigation# 
fhe studies on the phenyl, toensyl, and ^-phenylethyl 
derivatives had an additional purpose. Whitroore and co-
216 
workers had reported tha instability of silicon derivatives 
in which a carbonyl or a hydroxyl group was present beta 
to th© silicon. It was thought that a comparison of the be­
havior of these; t''ir«?e compounds would throw some light on 
the extent of this effect of groups in the ^-position if any 
unusual reactivity was noted when th© phenyl was so situated 
rather ti-an on the ^ - c&rbon or attached directly to the 
silicon itself. It was found that the corapounds exhibited 
no unusual reactivity but rather that they followed tbe 
pattern which would be predicted on the basis of previous 
Ahraann, Unpublished studies, Iowa State College, 1947. 
21.6 Whitmore, Sosmiers, Oold, snd Van Strien, J. Am. Chem, Soc»« 
69, 1551 (1947). 
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findlri-ge v.itb mercui^y derivati?'--s. The phenyl raiilctil was 
removea rather eaoily from trim©thylphenylsilane but no cleav­
age at sail was noted in the case of the other two compounds. 
One might have expected cleavage of h methyl group hat it is 
apparent that a gref^ter activity than th*;;t poss^esscd by the 
alkyl 1 teals Is necessary before the G-Si bond is apiit. 
The investigation of the use of hensoyl chloride as a 
cle&va^ e agent wrb prompted by the studes of Gilman sand 
188 Clork "• ' on th© I'oaetlon hi;tween triethylsilyl chloi-ide 
and sodioacetorjcetlc ester. They based their contention thit 
the product contained the Di-O linkage as ethyl j9-triethyl-
alloxycrotonate on the fact th.at the compound was clffj-ivcfl by 
acetyl chloride to give triethylsilyl chloride vnd nn unidenti­
fied corfiriound, lilthough this appears to he a correct assump­
tion it B©<5sne.-' to be of Interest to see If G-wi links could 
be cl.eaved by acyl halider;, particularly in vie?w of tho in-
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stability noted when a C-Si link was beta to a carbonyl group. 
The r^^sults obt?5ino5 indicate thut only tbc very reactive 
o-dimethylayninophenyl i.;;roup was cleaved to any determinable 
extent by reaction with hensoyl C'-loride «t 190*^, Even an 
alkyl-arylsllane, trl-n-butylphenylsil-'ine, did not 7-ield any 
identifiable eleRTage proancta. The use of jsilica g^i had 
46 been reported by Brown and Reid as a very active catalyst 
in the cleavage of organolead compounds but its tise h?d no 
effect in the attempted reaction between benTioyl chloride and 
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trlm®tliyl-.^-toljl.9ilane, 79,5:l of th# starting ra^terial being 
yeeo-rered. 
Th,© afet@rftpted aubstltiitioii reactions were for the most 
part unsuooessful. Witratloii of feri-n-butylphenylsilan© do©s 
not appear to b« f«B.aible since starting material and wtet 
app#ar®d to b« a din.ltrobeii2®n© resulting from cleavage were 
obtained* It is tb,ls difficulty which makes the introduction 
of gro-ips into a g.ilane v«3fy difficult because most of the 
reagents used to introduce these substituents function too 
well as cleatrag® agents* Althcmgh the stannic cnlorid® used 
©s a catalyst in the attempted chloromethylation of tri-n-
bxitylphenylsilan© did not appear to split the sllane under the 
conciitions eiaplojecl, neither was any product obtained, 
Another possible s'ppifosch to the introduction of a 
obloromethyl group was chlorinatlon of triphenyl-_g-toljlsilane 
by meajas of s«3lf«ryl o^lo^Pid®# It was tho'=(^,t thst this 
might serve as a possible s.j:f)roach to £-triph®nyl8llylbenzal-
debyde, a new type of silicon compound, hj hydrolysis of the 
re8'.,.!lting tripheiiyl-£-chlorofflethylph®nylsilane« It was found, 
hcs^twer, that tlie ehlorinatlon produced a mixture of the 
mono- aad dichloro compounds and the tr'-atment had to be repeated 
to obtain the pur© dichloro prod^ict, Kven this, however, 
seeffled utilisabl© sine® hydrolysis of such "alides usually 
proceeds'• i^eadily. 'Itie attempted hydrolysis could not be acoom-
pllshefS even after thirty hours reflux in the presence of 
caleiuifl and sodium carbonates. 
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O.tj.inolln0 Gowpo*inds 
I'h© qulnoline d«ri"ratlv«a w®r© prepared as a pert of th© 
war-intftasifie c^i seareh for antimalarial substances. The object 
of a eonstdersM® part of th« work was to sjnatheslz© starting 
compountis to faellltete the preparation of substances which 
gav© promise of ©ffeotl'reness s,s therapeutic agents, 
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Sine© t'le work of and co-workers Imilooted the 
high potencj of so»e 2-phenjl-6-«etho:R;f-4-cii.inollnem«thanol 
aerl-e-atiiires in avian my-laria a con'srenient starting material 
for further inreatiigstions of that type was desired. Attempts 
to utiliK© alkylation of the corr«»spondlng ethyl 4-ouinolyl-' 
a0®toao«t8t« w©re unsuecessful^®^ so the liwestiga.tion wss 
©xtendea to the synthesis of 2-phenyl-6-iaethoxyouinolino-4-
aldehyci©. It wa® found that addition of phenyllithium across 
the anil linkage of 4-ai®tlsfl'^6-®®thoxyquinoline, followed by 
nltrotoeOTene dehydrogenation of th*?' remilting ciihydro compound, 
was a procedure of choice for th© preparation of th® inter-
meclate 2-ph©nyl-6-ai©thoxy-4-methylcfuinollne. Selenim 
dioxide oxidation of th© methyl group proceeded very sjnoothly# 
It was found, that th# r®iictioii of this aldehyde s.nd also th® 
unsuhstifcuted qiilnollji«-4-aldehyd@ with phenylraagnwsium 
bro'ffiide gair© yields of th© respeetiir© hydroehlorldea of 70 
and 58f:. Thea© ar© -r than the b5% yield previously re-
P18 ported for th© reaction of an alkyl r®ag©nt, methylmagnesium 
hntz and eo-workers, £. Chem, 5oc,^ 68, 1813 (1946). 
Johnson and Hamilton, £* Am. Chea« oc», 6S, 2864 (1941). 
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io-','- , with ci:ulaoll'ai?-'4«aldet.iy:;]e, 'Xhe ultima 1;e 
research was to prepare «C-(3-diethylnmiia.opropylsalno)-6-
iHetliox3?-.8~ph.enyl-4-r!uin.olinera6th':i.iiol, Tlie> compounc; was 
quinoliiie-'4-nldehyde was isoleteu as the dlVv^d-'-oGhlorlde* 
in coimaotion viitli. studios on fhe prcpar-tlon nf « uulfur 
one of s^jvoral approaches investigated wag tun poEsible use 
of a f'kraup reaction wltli £-0.O0tamin,onhenjl methyl cdfide. 
Ho such reaction lias ever laeeii reported, involving? use of a 
mxli'ide as the startlns:; aat'S 'lal. Th© results of these 
studies show -althoug)! t-^e pro';::ct, 6~nulnolyl rnothyl 
sulfide, was o'btained the yield Is snch tb;.it it is not 3, 
fsG^sibl© method, db,© . l<sld of crudf? materi'il was at best 15^ 
ot mixture of solid y-n"' oil hxit tViMt it wss the com.:our5d 
was proved hj prepar«itloii oiT the pier-ate and by oxidation to 
the k.nown aul.fme. The Slrrsup rf?"ction with ^-acete.rainophenyl 
methyl sulfoxlclp was f'VBn lese satisfactory, a hesvy oil 
result inhut her© Hgtiln some of the product ?v'a.s forme 
because potassium persiaiiganste oxidation producer: 6-r.ulnolyl 
methyl It is interesting to note tdvit the 8t«Jblliaing 
effect of th0 sulf'on© group was sufficient to enable the 
160 
prepare:' by Iienkeser utilising J;-phony 1-6-methox;/-
analog of plasmochln^^^. 
NH 
CH,CM 
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very satisfactory preparation of this SLilfon© from 
£-ae©taiBiE!.ophenyl methyl sulfone. 
This stabilizing effect of the sulfon© asserts itself in 
a d©cr«8sed activity of th© amino group of 8-0,mino-6-nuinolyl 
methyl sulf-one heeause th© reaction with ac©tonylacetone 
proceeded only at th® elevated. t®nip®ratui»6 of 105-110°, and 
then in only llfl yield, starting material heing rocovered 
when the reaction was ran in refluxing ©thanol. With the 
analogous sulfide th© 8-( 2,,5-diraethylpyrryl-l) derivative was 
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obtained in 9Sf yield in ethanol solution • 
A further exampl© of the ©ffeot of negative substituents 
on the activity of th# amine was noted in th© attempted 
alkylation of 8-»nitro-8«-aaino-6-q«.inolyl methyl sulfone with 
3-diethylamlnopropyl chlorid®, An almost uant it-stive return 
of starting material was obtained wh?»n th© same conditicns 
were employed that 'had previously produced 8-(3-diethylamino« 
propylRraino)-6-quinolyl wethyl sulfide, as the dihydrochloride, 
in 38^1 yield^®®» 
suaaAH 
A survey was i»d# of th© Itterafettpe on el®avag*» of 
ofgsiiois^tsllici mnimmd&rn 
It «ra„f i'oaBcl that "ajd-mg^n c'nlorld# gns 0l®aDr«-;i tetra-
aiflsllaneis siaeh as 
m.nA trlphettjl-^-dlaftthylanrlfiopheiijlRil^'ne. The dlss^lmllar 
«dlc=X was r'®. oved in sa«h eas® btit it was found that isola­
tion of tb& silicon ooBtaitting cleavai?® pTOdtie^ was mad® 
dlfficxilt %' f'.JFfelrwr W'ict.ioji which y«^!OV«n one or- mor^ phtmjX 
gyo'aps# 
'.me i» l^ol&tiofi and Icimtlfie^tton of th© 
clsav&g# pi»oflt:eta was oljfiatsd. by use of trialkyl-arflsilfjnes. 
.ft serine of re^efcions showed th» ordmT of m.»m of r«?ttoval of 
.jiFOupjt: to l)ej _g-aitisyl, ^ di®«thjlaminoph#njl ^  
o-tolyl^  phftsiyl ^   ^ ~phenyls fctay 1«, 
, h i a  s e r i e s  I s  Ib eas«mtlal agpii®i«#nt with tte series which 
»a.s d0t«raia«'J liy^-rogea ehlortd® cl»wag® of orgmnolefid 
and oyg''Wo»«*'8«i*y ei>«p©*ands« 
IfRgiieceasf'il attespfcs wftr® to aitr«%t« and chloro-
»» fehylat« t i*i-n-fetitylpfce«ylail».n#« 
i|5ia.#n,yl-2-c!4etiloTO®«thjlpfe«myl si lane wr. s obtain^ .;. I hy 
BulfizTjl Chloride ehloftiiatlon of trlpteemyl-p-tolylBilan®. 
-1S1~ 
Til® attemrte'v .bydrolysis of this compoimd to the uldehyde, a 
n«w type of silicon comyounr-, wsa rn\f3tacces3f\il» 
In an extension of some wor researches p. nxmlx r of ruino-
line derivatives was prepare:;' for possible use as antimalorial 
dinigs* 
